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Abstract

Ghana introduced Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) to improve poor health in rural areas. Research in the Upper West Region (UWR) has found poor health is related to a degrading of social fabric. Recent research suggests the existence of health services in rural, developed contexts increases community sustainability and can be understood through the capitals framework. This study applies the framework to understand the contribution of CHPS to community sustainability and health in the UWR. The region lacks reliable ambulance services; in response, communities have adopted Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services (CETS). The study uses the existence of CETS as a measure of sustainability and gathers details focusing on why some communities have sustained CETS while others have not. Key informant interviews (7), focus groups (12), and in-depth interviews (25) were conducted in 6 communities. Findings suggest CHPS influences health and sustainability through reinforcement of social capital, changes to human capital, and economic gains. The study demonstrates the benefits of CHPS as improving social fabric, and reveals details surrounding CETS.
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Chapter 1

1 INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTER OUTLINE

1.1 Research Background

A long history of deprivation exists in Ghana, with colonialism and government inaction contributing to the current level of inequality between the rich south and the poor, rural north. Rural residents in the north of Ghana experience inequalities in virtually all aspects of life, and poor health is observed in the region. Despite years of attempts to make improvements, inequalities still exist. Inequitable access to health services has been the focus of such attempts in the northern regions of Ghana; Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) was introduced by the government in 1999 to address the challenges in accessing health services due to geographic barriers. CHPS is a national strategy to deliver essential community-based health services with a primary focus on preventative services in rural communities (GSS, 2016). Although there have been reported improvements in health outcomes since CHPS implementation, some goals have not been met and the northern regions still struggle, particularly the Upper West Region (UWR) where this study takes place. Road conditions are also known to be poor in the UWR and ambulance services are inadequate, acting as significant barriers to accessing emergency care or specialized services.

1.2 Research Problem and Question

Traditionally, the study of health in the UWR has focused primarily on health service access and provision in the deprived context. Recently, however, research has highlighted the deteriorating social fabric as a cause for concern (Songsore and
Denkabe, 1995; Luginaah, 2008). With few educational and employment opportunities, migration of men to the south, alcoholism, and lacking support services among other factors, the general well-being of the residents of the UWR has been suffering (Kuuirre, et al. 2013; Adjasi & Osei, 2007). From a social determinants of health perspective, these factors can all be linked to poor health. An existing framework from the Theory of Capitals (Farmer, Prior & Taylor, 2012) which explains ways in which health services in rural, developed settings may influence and translate into community sustainability, is used in this thesis to examine how CHPS may influence rural communities in the developing context of the UWR. This is done by studying the contributions to social capital, human capital, and economic capital. For the purpose of this thesis, a community is defined as a human settlement with a bounded territory.

Though one of the primary goals of CHPS is to remove barriers to accessing health services, the initiative does not address the subpar National Ambulance Service. Poor road conditions compound the challenges in accessing health care in this context (Rishworth, Dixon, Luginaah, Mkandawire, & Tampah Prince, 2016; Atuoye et al., 2015). The national ambulance service in the UWR has few vehicles that are shared by the districts, and the vehicles are not always in working condition. This is problematic since rural community residents are unable to reach care when they are referred to a hospital a distance away. This barrier to secondary care also prevents CHPS from fully realizing the intended benefit of providing referrals, an important component of the initiative. Given these challenges, some communities have initiated their own emergency vehicle service entitled CETS, or Community-initiated Emergency Transport
Services. Little is known about this service as it has not been formally studied by outside researchers in the past to our knowledge.

The research questions this thesis addresses are:

1) What is the contribution of Community-based Planning and Health Services (CHPS) to community sustainability and health in the UWR?

2) What are the determining factors surrounding CETS; why do some communities initiate and sustain CETS, while others do not?

1.3 Contributions of this Research

Given the recent research indicating that poor health in the UWR of Ghana is not just about a lack of health services but also the degrading of social fabric, this project is imperative because it offers an innovative approach to examining health in the UWR. While some benefits of CHPS have been documented in the past, such as increased immunizations rates, this research has the potential to demonstrate the benefits of CHPS in a novel way, as potentially improving community sustainability. This would make a strong case to policy makers regarding continued, and/or increased funding for the CHPS at a time when the future of funding is uncertain. Findings from this study may be used in order to further improve institutional and individual level human, economic, and social capital and ultimately improve health in the region. This research will provide an important contribution to the knowledge of CHPS and their effects directly and indirectly on community sustainability, while also shedding light on the understudied Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services and sustainable communities.
1.4 Chapter Outline

There are 5 chapters in this thesis. Following this introductory chapter, **chapter 2** provides a literature review of subject matter relevant to this study. A contextual summary of the study location is first provided and includes details specifically related to the UWR, such as demographic and social characteristics and challenges. An overview of CHPS is then presented with explanations of why and how the initiative came to be, details surrounding the implementation process and challenges related to the implementation and functioning of CHPS. Next, the chapter covers roads and access to health services, highlighting the poor road conditions in the region and the related challenges. Access to healthcare is then outlined as it fits into the field of health geography. Current objectives of the Ghana Health Service and subsequently CHPS are listed. CETS is then introduced along with theories that are useful to the understanding of the adoption and sustainment of the service in the context of CHPS and the UWR. Finally, theoretical perspectives related to community sustainability, relationships between community systems and health systems are discussed, and the theoretical framework, the Theory of Capitals, by which this study is guided, is discussed. These perspectives assist in understanding the research problem and objectives.

**Chapter 3** reviews the study design and methods used for data collection and analysis. The usefulness of mixed qualitative methods for the field of health geography is noted, and the appropriateness of using them in this thesis is explained with a justification of methods section. The specific qualitative methods (key informant interviews, focus group discussions, and in-depth interviews) are discussed and their
utility is also explained. The chapter concludes with a brief overview of analysis techniques used.

Results of the study are presented in chapter 4. An overview of each finding is presented with participant quotes to demonstrate important points in the words of the participants. The results come from thorough analysis of data and all relate to the research objectives to examine the contribution of CHPS to community health and sustainability, as well as to explore CETS. Findings from key informant interviews, focus group discussions, and in-depth interviews are all presented together in the chapter.

Chapter 5 discusses findings as they relate to current research and knowledge surrounding the research objectives. Explanations informed by theory are provided for certain phenomenon. Limitations of the study are stated and contributions made to the study of health geography and community health and sustainability literature are discussed. Some recommendations are offered around policies that impact health in the UWR.
Chapter 2

2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will begin with an overview of the study location of the Upper West Region in Ghana to capture the local context. The health system in Ghana is then discussed with a focus on CHPS and the initiative’s implementation, followed by CETS. Finally, theoretical perspectives that are used to inform this study are highlighted.

2.2 Study Location Context

Development and economic prosperity are disproportionately shared amongst the population in Ghana, with the south being better off than the north (GSS, GHS & ICF Macro, 2009; IMF, 2012). The highest poverty rates are observed in regions of the north, with the Upper West Region having the highest incidence of poverty at 70.7 compared to 5.5 in the Greater Accra Region in the south (Cooke, Hague & McKay, 2016; GSS, 2016). The Northern, Upper East and Upper West regions also have the highest rates of poverty depth and severity. Analysis with respect economic inequalities shows that while the incidence of income poverty in general has reduced, depth of poverty has increased, suggesting that the poor are getting poorer. Over 70% of people whose incomes are below the poverty line can be found in the northern areas; on average, residents of the UWR live a third below the poverty line (GSS, 2016). In 2013, the difference between the north and south accounted for 10% of inequality in Ghana. The Upper West Region is one of the poorest, least populated regions in Ghana (GSS, 2012), and only 16.3% of the total population is characterized as urban. Both districts in which this study is carried out (Wa West and Nadowli) are characterized as 100% rural
The region has a total population of 702,110 citizens (GSS, 2012), representing a significantly lower population density and one of the lowest growth rates when compared to other regions in the country.

There are few opportunities for employment or economic gain in the region other than peasant agriculture. Use and abuse of alcohol as a coping response has been on the rise, further contributing to health and economic damage in the region (Luginaah, 2003, 2008). Moreover, the average regional household size is the highest in the country at 5.5 persons, with dependents comprising the majority of those living within a household (GSS, 2014). This large dependent population impacts the availability of social services, health provision, and employment opportunities in the region. Those who are economically active experience increased household expenditures as they are tasked with providing for dependents, and are subsequently unable to save (Luginaah, 2008). These issues have reinforced the high levels of poverty with health status being low and worse than the rest of the country, making it difficult for people of the UWR to better their lot (Dixon & Mkandawire, 2015).

Indicators from the Ghana Living Standards Survey (GSS, 2014) demonstrate that the UWR is below the national averages, ranking consistently one of the lowest or the lowest in virtually all categories (see also Adjasi and Osei, 2007). Of the UWR’s total population, over half of the female population is employed in the agricultural sector, with most self-employed in the private sector (GSS, 2012). High levels of deprivation offer explanation for the subpar welfare and living standards experienced in the UWR.

Unforgiving environmental conditions, the historical colonial context, and government policy offer explanation for the inequalities (Konadu-Agyemang, 2000;
World Bank, 2011). Regions in the north experience lower rainfall, savannah vegetation, and are often remote and inaccessible locations. The regional climate consists of two seasons, the wet and dry seasons, with the dry beginning in early November and lasting until June, while the wet begins in July bringing warmer weather and rainfall. Climate change has seen an unpredictable rainy season, beginning later in the year. Given that the primary form of sustenance and economic base of the region relies on agriculture, the changing rainfall is especially problematic, causing drought and increasing food insecurity (Songsore and Denkabe, 1995, Luginaah, 2008). Increasing drought and inconsistent conditions for farming have brought about increased male migration to the south in search of labour and economic opportunities (Kuure, et al. 2013; Adjasi & Osei, 2007; Lyons & Snoxel, 2005).

While some of the impoverishing factors are mainly external (such as the changing climate), there are also aspects which derive from actions of local and national institutions. Aryeetey et al, (2009) state that inequalities in spatial development in Ghana are rooted in the colonial legacy, and they have been accentuated by non-inclusive post-colonial development policies and strategies (Osei-Assibey, 2014). An examination of 70 former colonies concluded that the scale of settlement in those colonies impacted their level of per capita income as well as the level of inequalities (Cogneau & Guenard, 2003). The colonizers invested heavily in the Coastal and Ashanti territories in the south to the neglect of the north due to the presence of exploitable and exportable resources, the ease with which cultivation could be encouraged, and the ease with which the resources could be transported to the
seaports (Dickson 1975; Osei-Assibey, 2014). There are several factors driving the inequalities experienced in the north and they are varied and inter-linked.

Figure 1: District Map of the Upper West Region
*Adapted from Rarelibra (2006).

2.3 **Health Geography and Access to Health Care**

The link between geography and health is observable in every day life. The location where people live, work, travel etc, have an influence on their life and health experiences. Air quality, foods, diseases and available health services are examples of every day factors that are part of the relationship between people and their environments (Dummer, 2008). As a subfield of human geography, which deals with the interaction between people and the environment, health geography recognizes the importance of context and place in understanding health and determining health
outcomes on both local and global scales. Health geography views health as encompassing society and space, and conceptualizes the role of place and geography in health, well-being and disease; this is a holistic perspective evolved from the more biomedical approach seen in medical geography (Dyck, 1999; Kearns & Moon, 2002; Meade & Erickson, 2000; Mayer, 2000). Concerns about social and spatial polarization especially with inequities and poverty prompted research that explores the causes and implications of health variations, including issues related to poverty, health care access and public health (Dummer, 2008; Kearns & Moon, 2002). While the focus of medical geography tends to be more aligned with epidemiologic inquiries using traditional positivist approaches, health geography is concerned with broader social issues and well-being. In the development of health geography, the concept of place has been significant to the understanding of health as it relates to spatial location as well as how it relates to peoples’ experiences of their environments and health (Kearns, 1993; Tuan, 1974; Eyles, 1985). The study of health inequalities and the consequences of spatial and social marginalization on health are among the important developments in health geography, as is the use of various models and theories to understand these relationships (Dummer, 2008). Evolving the concept of place allows for making sense of the multifaceted relationships between the physical and social environments and how these impact health outcomes (Luginaah, 2009). Place and geographic context are now widely recognized as important influencers of health (Cummins, Curtis, Diez-Roux et al., 2007). Given the complexity of the issues facing health and health care, a multidisciplinary approach is adopted in health geography. This allows for careful study of the multitude of factors that influence and determine health, and ensures that the
research provides relevant evidence to inform health policy. Global, national and regional health geography research calls for careful consideration of the local contexts of places and peoples’ everyday lives particularly when the aim is to inform health policy development (Dummer, 2008).

Traditionally, research in health geography focuses on two general areas: the causes and spread of disease, and the planning and provision of health services (Drummer, 2008). The latter includes care-seeking behaviour and access to and use of health services. This is one of the primary areas of study in health geography, and research on the topic is extensive. Research around health service use includes access to health facilities and health care providers, the use of services, geographical organization of care—particularly inequalities in urban vs rural environments—, inequalities in health outcomes, social and spatial polarization in health outcomes, among others. The geographic context of places and the connectedness between places are important as they play a role in shaping environmental risks, locating health care facilities, and targeting public health strategies. Inequalities in geographic access to health care may result from the placement of facilities, population distribution, and the transportation infrastructure. In recent studies around access, measures such as travel distance or time have been used as opposed to Euclidean distance, the traditional measure (Delamater et al., 2012). These are all relevant considerations for the purpose of this thesis. With regards to access to resources, access itself has been said to be the most critical resource if people are to build sustainable, poverty-alleviating rural livelihoods (Bebbington, 1999). CHPS directly targets geographic barriers in attempt to improve access to health services and improve health outcomes that have been subpar
in rural areas. Poor health experienced in the UWR is associated with not only lacking health services, but also a myriad of social, cultural, and political factors, all within the rural geographic context. Health geography and its epistemology therefore lends itself to the study of rural health inequities, and how improved access to health services contribute to communities socially by way of capitals.

2.4 Community-based Health Planning and Services

Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) is a national health policy initiative adopted in 1999 by the Ghana Health Service (GHS) within the Ministry of Health (MOH). The initiative set out to improve access to health care in geographically hard to reach locations, with a focus on underserved remote areas in rural districts. The aim of CHPS was to reform the primary health care system with a shift from facility-based and outreach services, to mobile community-based care provided by resident nurses. The central operational unit of CHPS is the ‘zone’, a geographic area served by health personnel stationed at a CHPS compound (Nyonator, Awoonor-Williams, Phillips, Jones, & Miller, 2005). A community health nurse (CHN), or a community health officer (CHO) is stationed at the compound and is tasked with providing preventative, health promotion-oriented services as well as curative care for community members. These staff provide mobile doorstep services to community residents and are supported by community volunteers. Services include immunizations, family planning, supervising child delivery, antenatal/postnatal care, treatment of health issues and health education. The role of the community health volunteers (CHVs) is an important one; they are volunteers from local communities who support CHOAs and CHNs through assistance with community mobilization and health education along with
other important activities. Community meetings held by the CHN or CHO are the primary means of communication between the CHN or CHO and community members. CHVs also assist in communicating information that is passed along from the CHN to community residents.

2.4.1 Implementation of CHPS

Though CHPS was adopted in 1999, implementation has been slow with some areas still having no CHPS in place. In Nadowli and Wa West of the UWR, CHPS implementation came to some communities around 2006 and later to others, while some still do not have the initiative in their areas. All six communities visited for this thesis have CHPS in place, however the time of implementation varied. The process of CHPS implementation across Ghana has been inconsistent as well, although there are milestones that are supposed to be met(MOH, 2010; Nyonator, 2005):

1) Preliminary planning involves conducting district assessments of labour needs and capacities, creating zones defined by boundaries, assessing district equipment and training requirements, and scheduling nurse assignments to zones where the programme is launched.

2) Community entry takes place at the zone level where community meetings, or durbars, are held to involve community residents and encourage participation in the program. Holding community durbars is considered to be an effective way of community entry since open discussions are fostered and they are cultural events.

3) Community Health Compounds (CHC) need to be built. The compound consists of a room in which the CHO or CHN will stay and a room for the clinic. Community leaders and volunteers are responsible for contributing resources and the
construction of the facility. This process helps to establish community ownership of the initiative.

(4) Placement of CHOs to the CHCs is required and is said to be the most critical milestone. After going through training, the CHO is officially stationed in the community and "moves in" to her residence at the compound.

(5) Launching CHPS services calls for obtaining clinical equipment for primary health care service delivery, and logistics equipment such as bicycles or motorcycles. These resources are to be provided by the government.

(6) Volunteers are recruited depending on community needs and are to be provided with training pertaining to the tasks they will carry out. Depending on the district and community, volunteers may promote community health mobilization, deliver health and family planning services, or other tasks. A durbar is to be held upon implementing the volunteer program where it is celebrated. Communities are educated about referral services and how to align volunteer services with CHO activities and clinical services at sub-district health centres and district hospitals.

These milestones represent the ideal process of implementing CHPS, however there have been inconsistencies and obstacles along the way. Since the launch of CHPS, the program planning phase has been successful and progressed more quickly than implementing the services; in 2003, 42% of the districts had completed community entry in at least one zone, even though most districts reported having completed planning (Nyonator, Koku, Phillips, Jones & miller, 2005). Further, a higher proportion of zones had completed CHC construction or renovation, suggesting that facilities were being established but community members were not included in the process, and that CHO
placement fell behind other milestones. This strays from the CHPS model of community engagement and undermines community ownership for the program. Qualitative systems appraisals show that when resources are mobilized by community residents, a sense of ownership of the program and its services is developed (WHO, 2007; Nyonator et al., 2005). Constructing facilities without community engagement essentially evades social support for CHPS and hinders sustainable implementation efforts. It is reported that social resources are underused; community organization and social networks could be important to the program for things such as volunteer services (GHS, 2015; Nyonator et al., 2005).

2.4.2 Japan International Cooperation Agency and CHPS

In the UWR, the expansion of CHPS and creation of CHCs has been supported by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) through funding and on site support. JICA provided funding for related projects through 2006-2010, and the grant agreement for the scaling up of CHPS titled the "Project for the Development of Community-based Health Planning and Service Infrastructure in the Upper West Region" was signed in May of 2012 between the Ministry of Health and JICA with Ghana Health Service as the executing agency (JICA, 2016). The grant provided was in the amount of 989,000,000 Japanese Yen, equivalent to approximately $12.7 million CAD, and the project ended in 2015. Under the grant agreement, 64 CHPS compounds were developed and 75 CHPS compounds were provided with equipment (JICA, 2016). Funding and support from JICA has been paramount to recent successes of expanding CHPS, and with the project now ended, the future of funding for the initiative is uncertain. It will be important to ensure sustainability moving forward; JICA
put resources in place and provided recommendations for moving forward without their presence. An official handing over ceremony for the project took place in March 2016 at a CHPS Compound in Nadwoli District, UWR.

2.4.3 Barriers to Scaling up CHPS

The CHPS initiative has made considerable progress but challenges exist in expanding the program to more areas and in service provision. According to the most recent GHS annual report, progress in CHPS implementation slowed in 2014 (GHS, 2015). The withdrawal of Government of Ghana funds over recent years adversely affects service delivery, particularly public health promotion and prevention activities that are central to the program. Apparent delayed reimbursement of health facilities by the National Health Insurance Scheme further intensifies the negative effect. According to the GHS (2015), there have been some efforts to collaborate with the National Health Insurance Authority, but this has not led to significant improvement in the late reimbursement of facilities. There are facilities unable to sustain their drugs component of the health financing as a result of funding constraint (GHS, 2015).

Inadequate public health programs both at the sub-district and community levels result in weak community engagement for routine health activities and the operation of CHPS. A lack of human resources has also posed a problem in the effective scaling up of CHPS. The health sector has seen inadequate numbers of staff and unbalanced skill mix of the available health workers. Part of this problem has been due to inequitable distribution of the health workers, which has led to understaffing in many facilities and overstaffing in others. There has been gradual improvement in increasing the number of skilled staff nationwide, but despite efforts, there has been little impact on rural and
remote facilities, the areas that are already most disadvantaged. Greater Accra Region has the highest number of Human Resources for Health (HRH) with Upper West and Upper East Regions having the lowest. Many rural areas lack the minimum number of skilled staff needed to enhance service delivery and quality of care (GHS, 2015). While the three regions in rural Northern Ghana recorded some increases in the HRH in the 2014 report due to the numerous initiatives to bring about equity in human resource distribution, they are still below expectation. For example, the report shows that the UWR had the second lowest ratio of midwives to population and the lowest distribution of medical doctors at 11 for the region (GHS, 2015).

2.5 **Roads and Access to Health Services**

Road conditions in the UWR are poor, with only 12.5 percent of roads tarred, and most being narrow without adequate drainage. This is problematic because many roads become flooded and blocked in the rainy season, making certain areas vulnerable to erosion (ASIRT, 2014). Residents in the region travel predominantly using tro-tros, motorcycles, or bicycles. Furthermore, the UWR has one of the lowest quantities of CHPS (GHS, 2011); while three quarters of households in the UWR live outside the recommended 8-kilometer radius to a health facility. These factors act as significant barriers in accessing health services (GSS, 2012).

When it comes to improving access to health care, the focus has been on studying and reducing physical distance to health facilities. Only recently have other factors such as time spent getting to the facility and means of transport been studied (Atuoye et al., 2015). Despite the primary aim of CHPS being to increase access to health services in remote communities, no aspect of the initiative focuses on means of
transport. Referral is an essential component of CHPS as patients who need specialized care, particularly emergency or active child labour cases, are referred to the next point of contact, usually at the district hospital some distance away. Yet, referred patients are often unable to reach the next point or receive specialized care due to transportation barriers including financial implications (Atuoye et al., 2015; Macintyre & Hotchkiss, 1994). Failing to include transportation as part of a government health care initiative such as CHPS has negative effects on access to services.

A recent study on transportation barriers to accessing maternal health care in rural UWR identified geographic and economic factors along with failure of rural health policies to address transport as factors accounting for the lack of transport for health-related issues (Atuoye et al., 2015; Thaddeus & Maine, 1994). Community residents attribute the lack of transport for specialized care to the failure of the CHPS initiative to address important challenges of healthcare provision in remote areas where ambulances are not available (Atuoye et al., 2015).

The existing National Ambulance Service is not adequate or effective in servicing remote communities. Due to the poor road conditions, remote locations of the communities, and too few ambulatory vehicles, ambulances are not a reliable source of transport in referral situations. There are only 9 ambulances to service all districts in the UWR, however, the ambulances that are available are not always in working condition. Four of the 9 vehicles had broken down between June 2014 and October 2015, and vehicles were only operational in five districts as of November 2015 according to the administrator of the National Ambulance Service for the region (Modey, 2015). Wa West and Nadowli, the districts included in this study, are not part of the five with currently
operational vehicles. Further, vehicles lack essentials such as equipment and medicines, required in providing emergency services, meaning oftentimes emergency calls cannot be responded to even if vehicles are operational (Modey, 2015). Evidently, access to specialized health services in the UWR is impaired by the poor road conditions and lack of reliable transportation.

2.6 **Current Objectives of the Ghana Health Service**

The Health Sector Objectives of the Health Sector Medium-Term Development Plan (HSMTDP) for 2014-2017 are outlined in the GHS Annual Report (2014) and include bridging equity gaps in geographical access to health services, ensuring sustainable financing for health care delivery, and improving the quality of health service delivery, among others. In order to satisfy these objectives, the GHS has identified priorities for 2014-2017 which include but are not limited to: accelerate the scale-up of CHPS under the ‘close-to-client’ service delivery policy; continue implementation of MDG 5 Acceleration Framework and related emergency services; finalize staffing norms and implement the HRH deployment plan to provide skilled middle-level health workers for deprived areas (GHS, 2014). These health objectives highlight the importance of CHPS and the need for improvement in some areas.

2.7 **Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services in the Context of CHPS**

Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services is a community-lead response to the inadequate national ambulance service. The program comprises a common fund into which residents pay to cover the cost of emergency transport in times of need. There is no existing formal literature regarding CETS to our knowledge; this thesis seeks to uncover more information on the topic. Literature that is relevant to the
concept of CETS includes that on diffusion of innovation and change agentry. Diffusion theories informed and continue to inform CHPS activities. Both theories are discussed below as they relate to CHPS and how they may be applied in understanding CETS.

2.7.1 Diffusion of Innovation

Innovation and ideas spread through social networks by way of ‘diffusion’. Social interaction can facilitate and nurture change in ideas or behaviour; this process is known as social diffusion. Change that occurs through communicated ideas or demonstration of new methods is referred to as organizational diffusion (Mintrom, 1997). CHPS attempts diffusion of innovation by providing exposure to information about CHPS activities or exposure to CHPS district activities. In recognition of the important role of diffusion, programs and activities from the GHS program are designed to catalyze diffusion with planned organizational change activities. Studies on the diffusion of organizational change demonstrate that changes perceived to be host-owned are more easily introduced and accepted than those perceived to be brought from the outside (Melgaard et al. 1998; Nyonator et al., 2005; Simmons et al. 2002; Valente, 2005). This is one of the reasons why community ownership is identified by the GHS and CHPS officials as an essential facet of the initiative. This is relevant in studying CETS as well, since the service has been adopted in communities across the districts by way of diffusion where word of mouth within and between communities has increased awareness of CETS. The community owned basis of CETS is also aligned with the ownership studies given that CETS is community-initiated and sustained (Valente, 2005).
2.7.2 Change Agency

Effective change requires committed individuals who act as agents of change. In some instances, change agents are external individuals or organizations who are brought to facilitate change; however, a balance between external assistance and strategies for internal ownership is necessary for a successful change-agent strategy (Nyonator et al., 2015; Weiner, 2009). For instance, CHPS change agents are reported to be most effective when they are GHS employees working as a team rather than as individuals or unconnected outsiders. In the case of CHPS, the change agents have been the former Deputy Minister for Health, the Nkwanta District Health Management Team, leaders of the Navrongo Project, which was the experiment that led to the development of CHPS, and various Regional Health Administration teams that have promoted CHPS action (Nyonator et al., 2015). In the case of CHPS, external agencies and individuals have also played a role as change agents, particularly with technical assistance in combination with the provision of resources for financing the changes.

Access to health care represents a critical aspect of poverty alleviation, especially in resource-poor regions and districts of Ghana; CHPS is the health sector’s contribution to national poverty-alleviation policies. Despite the known importance of accessible, adequate healthcare and the demand expressed for CHPS in communities where it is absent and appreciation of it where it is operating, program managers have expressed concern about sustainable funding (Nyonator et al., 2005). During the earlier years of implementation, financial uncertainty was compounded by the perceived complexity of getting started with a new program and the concerns about staff morale since posting in rural communities is necessary. Launching CHPS was thus perceived
by many managers as an administrative risk. This perception contrasts with the experiences of managers and staff who have been exposed to the initiative and have learned that community resources are more available than expected since community health care is in high demand. Where CHPS operates, the services are in demand and appreciated, so residents are keen to contribute resources for construction and other inputs where possible. Commitment to CHPS arises from experience with the program.

2.8 **Theoretical perspectives**

Theories used to explain the relationship between community systems and health systems and collective community actions are highlighted.

2.8.1 Community Social Capital Strengthening Health Systems

While this thesis concerns itself with health system influence on the community, there is also literature to show that communities influence the health system. In looking at social capital in community systems, LeBan (2011) tells how important social capital in communities can be in strengthening a health system. Every intervention has an effect on the overall community system (WHO, 2009); there could be expected positive effects or unintended positive or negative effects. She states that a health system ultimately intersects in people’s lives in their local community spaces, and that social support, social capital, capacity to make decisions and trust between individuals within a community are important determinants of health service usage and outcome. LeBan (2011) discusses that community contexts are “mini universes of complex social, political, associational, economic, power and cultural dynamics, providing a different theater for providing health services and facilitating behavior change than in a health facility”. These dynamics and relationships within and between communities and their
environment influence health status. At an organizational level, a high-functioning community underpins and supports an effective health system. This foundation includes networks of supportive relationships, community associations to support the impoverished, health service choices that are effective and equitable, and community institutions that monitor health outcomes and quality of services. A strong community also enables the government to invest limited health resources more efficiently by making use of local human resources and assets.

Community social capital has been linked to a variety of community health status variables through different mechanisms such as reducing or buffering stress, coaching and urging of healthful practices, providing information to expand one’s knowledge base about health and increasing responsibility for the well-being of others (Folland, 2007; LeBan, 2011). Community organization and social capital have also produced positive effects in helping families escape poverty by supporting households to cope better with illnesses and negative events, and enabling investments in land based activities (such as livestock production or natural resource management) that provide a source of rural income (Krishna, 2010).

2.8.2 Community field theory and Burchardt’s Social and Human Capital

Community field theory was proposed to understand collective action in communities (Kaufman, 1959), and explains relationships between individuals in a geographic setting as the motivation for community action (Kaufman & Wilkinson, 1967). The study of community organizations has three main properties: ecology, social organization, and community action, all providing social bonds. An ecology perspective
looks at the community as an organization of social life for day to day needs and to help adapt to changes of a particular environment (Wilkinson, 1991, 1972). Social organization recognizes community as an interactional structure where common needs and interests of residents exist. Community action observes local solidarity in the way the community members act in times of challenge or success; they seize opportunities to advance themselves and create solutions to community problems (Wilkinson, 1991, 1972). Solidarity is necessary in doing so, and the absence of solidarity can damage community cohesion. Community field theory as applied to community development projects seeks to ensure that internal and external interests share a common goal.

Burchardt (2008), explains that human capital is a concept used by economists and often measured by labour experience or educational qualifications where the benefits are mostly seen by individual. Social capital is a collective good which is beneficial to the group rather than individual. The two forms of capital are interrelated and complementary: high levels of human capital generate social capital, and social capital promotes achievement of human capital.

The community field theory (Wilkinson, 1991) and social and human capital (Burchardt, 2008), are interrelated theories that have been combined to explain the contribution of community field and human capital towards the performance and sustainability of Mutual Health Organizations (MHOs) in Ghana (Adomah-Afari, 2015). Both community field theory and social capital explain the extent to which members in a particular environment mobilize available resources and use social dynamics to undertake developmental projects to advance themselves. Mutual Health Organizations are voluntary organizations that provide health insurance services to their members and
are usually owned, designed and managed by the communities they serve (WHO, 2008). MHOs involve community participation in health care delivery, allowing members to make suggestions about their own health concerns. Atim (1999), and Ridde et al. (2010), report that MHOs can have an effect on social dynamics among members as well as the community at large. LeBan (2011) applied a systems approach to review the actors, structure and processes of community contexts and proposed a set of key components in improving health care.

2.8.3 Community Sustainability and the Capitals Framework

This thesis uses the Capitals framework (Farmer et al., 2012) as the basis for studying the ways in which CHPS contribute to community sustainability. It is a theory of how rural health services contribute to community sustainability in developed places, and this thesis applies it to the developing context of rural Ghana.

The concept of capitals is useful in assessing the value of health services to a community. ‘Capital’ is a term cited regularly in sustainability literature with work supporting the concept that overlapping capitals may reinforce sustainable communities (Farmer et al., 2012; Fey, Bregendahl, & Flora, 2007; Mission Australia, 2006). Conceptual frameworks for evaluating community sustainability have come from this notion and have grown in popularity (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Svendsen & Sørensen, 2007). A multidisciplinary team (Cocklin & Alston, 2003; Dibden & Cocklin, 2003) investigated ‘The Sustainability of Australian Rural Communities’, producing a conceptual framework. It is suggested that the framework provides an original theory that has the potential to lead to measurement of the impacts of losing or gaining health services on community sustainability (Farmer et al., 2012; Cocklin & Alston, 2003;
Dibden & Cocklin, 2003). This is based on the idea that added-value contributions of health services add community stocks of various capitals. Services such as healthcare, schools, and banks have been suggested to contribute to communities beyond their primarily intended function (Kilkenny & Nalbarte, 2003; Shucksmith, Chapman, & Clark, 1996). For instance, health services have been suggested to make economic contributions (Doeksen & Schott, 2003) and schools to have a social function (Witten, McCreanor, Kearns, & Ramasubramanian, 2001), while retail services, post offices and banks may act as social hubs where community residents learn about local information by word of mouth (Countryside Agency, 2001). Contributions of the built environment to the way a community ‘feels about itself’ are suggested to be important in assessing the value of the infrastructure (Hope, Murray, & Martin, 2004). For the purpose of this thesis, only health services are considered.

The capitals and the concept of a capitals framework have been applied in other studies and appear to show strong potential for analyzing and measuring categories of health service’s added-value contributions framework (Farmer et al, 2014). The benefit of using a capitals framework is that elements regarded as constituting sustainability could be assessed (Farmer et al, 2014; Cocklin & Alston, 2003). While there are various forms of capital including natural, cultural, social, economic, human, and so on, this thesis focuses on the value-added contributions of economic, social and human capital to community sustainability (Bebbington, 1999). Each capital component as it relates to the framework is outlined below.
Community sustainability

The notion of community sustainability popularized following the World Commission on Environment and Development’s Our Common Future (1987), which applies to sustainable development. The definition: “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” is commonly used to mean sustainability (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p. 1). Frameworks and indices have been created to measure absolute and relative sustainability and to track longitudinal change and are usually based on expert opinion rather than research (Farmer et al, 2012; Spilanis et al., 2009). Indices include the Index of Socio-economic Sustainability for Remote and Rural Scotland (Copus & Crabtree, 1996) which includes regional indicators of demography, economic activity and community and culture. The Canadian New Rural Economy Project identified leading and lagging communities by looking at indicators of population, income, housing and employment (Parkins, 1999). These indices do not allow for measurement or modelling the impact of changes to certain sectors of communities; this poses a challenge to studying the role of health services. The concept of capitals is useful here, holding the notion that communities have different stocks of different types of capital and that these interact to determine the sustainability of a community (Farmer et al, 2012). The theory of capitals and capitals framework is discussed below.

Economic capital

Economic capital comprises monetary resources (financial capital) and infrastructure (built or produced capital) (Cocklin & Alston, 2003). Financial capital includes income and wealth that may be invested in community capacity-building and
accumulated for future community development (Fey et al., 2007). Individuals’ income, investments and loans contribute to the financial capital in a community (Cocklin & Alston, 2003). Built or produced capital refers to infrastructure such as transport (O’Leary, 2006).

**Social capital**

Social capital is centrally concerned with social relationships and current conceptualizations reference Bourdieu (1986), Coleman (1988) and Putnam (1993,1995). Bourdieu suggested social capital has two components; the amount and quality of resources and the relationships, or networks, that allow people to access them. Coleman describes social capital as reflected in relationships where it encourages productive activity, and as displayed in trustworthiness and trust. While Bourdieu and Coleman view social capital as a benefitting primarily individuals, Putnam (1995, p. 67) regards social capital as “features of social organisation, such as networks, norms and trust that facilitate action and co-operation for mutual benefit.” Accordingly, social capital can be thought of as the level of associational involvement and participation within a community (Johnston & Percy-Smith, 2003).

Social capital can be studied in various ways, whether in a collective sense or at the individual level as well as community level. Individual social capital refers to individual networks and involvement in society. At this level, social capital can become a component of human capital, alongside other skills and knowledge sources such as education that encourage productivity and social inclusion. Research suggests that individual social capital can also be an alternative resource, for example to offset a lack of education, where individuals with less education deal with the challenges of daily life
by leaning on social supports and networks (Bleakley, 2010). At the community level, studies of social cohesion through participation and women or minority empowerment, for example, have been linked to levels of interpersonal trust and lower crime rates (Buonanno, Montolio, & Vanin, 2009). Community social capital can affect community health through various ways including the spread of health information, healthy behavioural norms, and promotion of access to local social services. Moreover, local social capital can mediate and strengthen bottom-up collective action among a population to obtain resources from higher-level institutions. For example, a successful attempt could see enhanced policy and decision making to better serve the community. Examples have shown how networks play a central role in enabling people to take action to improve their livelihoods and mobilize and defend their resources (Bebbington, 1999). These networks also provide an environment conducive to community discussions, allowing people to have healthy debate where voices can be heard. Thus, social capital contributes to quality of life and is essential in enhancing the rural poor’s capacity to be their own agent of change (Bebbington, 1999; Sen, 1997). Indeed, among the poor, social capital has been identified as having potential to reduce vulnerability to a range of problems (Moser & Lister, 1999, Colletta & Cullen, 2000). It has been correlated with a reduction in household vulnerability in particular (Woolcock, 1998) and with household income (Grooteart, 2001). Social capital can also preserve and further develop the other forms of capital by encouraging certain forms of identity formation and patterns of interaction that enable people to gain control over factors and decisions that shape their lives. They can then question and challenge the status quo and ultimately transform their everyday geographies and livelihoods for the better.
(Taabazuing, Luginaah, Djietror & Otiso, 2012; Kleymeyer, 1993). This aspect has a critical influence on health, as demonstrated by evidence on health inequalities within social hierarchies, summarized in the WHO Commission on the Social Determinants of Health (CSDH, 2008). In particular, mutual trust and social participation may confer a higher degree of control.

Trust can be viewed as an indicator of the potential for the development of social capital. Trust is often considered a requirement for building social capital that is produced from social networks (Madhavan & Landau, 2011). Trust in relation to social capital can also be looked at as trust in local and national government. The World Health Survey (WHO, 2003) includes trust in this sense, and demonstrates that in the context of studies of social capital and health, trust in government can be used as a measure of confidence that individuals’ basic needs will be addressed collectively. Social capital can be damaged when trust in others or the government is compromised, for instance, if the government fails to keep promises or neglects communities, or if residents experience high rates of crime among their areas (Taabazuing, Luginaah, Djietror & Otiso, 2012; Bleakley, 2010).

**Human capital**

Schultz and Becker established the concept of human capital, recognizing human resources and their abilities, knowledge and skills as exchangeable resources (Sweetland, 1996). Becker’s Human Capital Theory (1964) suggests that investments in human capital through education or training increase worker productivity and potential for future income. Wide spread acceptance of the human capital concept is in part due to Bourdieu (1986) who argued the societal impacts should be seriously considered.
Recent definitions of human capital refer to it as the abilities, skills and knowledge of individuals and their capacity to contribute to society through production, decision-making, leadership and innovation (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005).

The production of human capital contributes to quality of life in many ways, which Sen (1997) collectively refers to as human capability. Similar to the way that social capital can enable people to take action and be agents of change, so too can human capital. The ability to read and write, for instance, enhances people’s ability to secure better jobs and do them more efficiently, but also enhances their ability to engage in discussion. Being knowledgeable on community issues for instance, can increase feelings of confidence and thus the likelihood of contributing to discussions or debates. In these ways, human capital can enhance the ability to be agents of change; people are better equipped and more apt to question and challenge ideas or initiatives, and propose new ways of doing things (Bebbington, 1999; Sen, 1997).

Human capital may be become stagnant when individuals experience a deprivation of geography that severely impacts their livelihood; by drought harming crops, for instance. Being unhealthy also detracts from human capital, since individuals who are ill are often unfit to work productively, particularly in subsistence farming involving physical labour. In this sense, health is a kind of human capital as well as an input to producing other forms of human capital (Taabazuing, Luginaah, Djetror & Otiso, 2012; Bleakley, 2010). Additionally, human capital can impact and interact with economic and/or social capital (Woolcock, 1998).

The capitals framework provides a theory that enables measurement of the impacts on community sustainability of health services. The framework provides a
theory for understanding the ways that categories of added-value may contribute to community sustainability in rural, developed contexts. This study makes use of the capitals framework by examining how the CHPS contribute to community sustainability and health beyond its primary purpose through economic, social, and human capital.

2.9 Chapter Summary

The social fabric in the UWR has been degrading, with all indicators of welfare being subpar. Livelihood stress is high and quality of life is low. There have been improvements in terms of health outcomes due to increased attention to more accessible preventative as well as curative health services, however challenges still exist. Perhaps the greatest challenges with regards to health service delivery are funding and transportation, as the government has made cuts and important grant agreements such as that with JICA come to an end, and poor road conditions and lack of transportation persist. The insufficient National Ambulance service paired with poor road conditions make emergency health services nearly impossible to access; some communities have taken matters into their own hands and have started CETS as a result. Existing literature on the service is little-to-none. Theories that guide and inform the study of CETS include diffusion of innovation and change agentry as they relate to the spread of ideas, behaviours and change both with CHPS and CETS. Social capital is an important concept in this thesis, and is included in a few relevant theories. Social capital in community systems and its impact on the success of health system and service delivery, social capital combined with human capital as a theory of community action, and social capital within the capitals framework as an added value contribution of health services are all considered in this thesis.
Chapter 3

3 STUDY DESIGN, METHODS, AND RATIONALE

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the methods, study design, and data analysis techniques used throughout this thesis. The chapter begins with an overview of qualitative methods and their place in health geography, followed by a discussion of rigor in qualitative studies. The methods of data collection including key informant interviews, focus group discussions, and in-depth interviews are then discussed. Lastly, the chapter describes data analysis techniques used.

3.2 Research Design and Methodology

This thesis uses the case study methodology with multiple qualitative research methods to address the research objectives. The research is concerned with uncovering the added value of health services in local communities and specifically how the economic, human, and social capital of local communities are influenced within the context of CHPS. Since the thesis aims to gather rich data based on community members’ lived experiences to reveal details surrounding CHPS and community health sustainability, qualitative methods were ideal (Silverman, 2005). Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the Western University Non-Medical Research Ethics Board.

3.3 Qualitative Methods

Qualitative research became important in geography in the 1970s with the development of humanistic and interpretative approaches, and the use of philosophies
such as phenomenology, existentialism, and idealism. It was seen to provide data that was more rich and in-depth than quantitative data, allowing more insight into people’s experiences and a focus on why and how events happen. Qualitative methods have remained an important component of geographic inquiry, providing an array of techniques for investigating socio-contextual relations. Given this, qualitative methods are effective for a wide range of research topics and theoretical approaches (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2004). Qualitative data is often generated through interviews, focus groups, observation, ethnography, and participatory methods, and typically uses case studies focused on people, communities, and places (Castree, Kitchin, & Rogers, 2013).

Criteria for using qualitative methods often include the need to make sense of complex situations, contexts and settings; to uncover how participants construct their worlds; to help individuals have their voices heard and to gain rich, deeply detailed descriptions from participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Questions that require in-depth examinations to uncover contextualized meaning concerned with human beliefs, values, and actions are well suited to qualitative methods (Silverman, 2005). These investigations often strive to generate social change or new theory through the exploration and description of social phenomena (Sofaer, 1999). Further, qualitative researchers strive to generate a holistic account of the issue being studied by capturing important parts of people’s lives which are not aptly measured using quantitative methods.

Qualitative research is important in studies of health care since experiential aspects and personal constructs of health can be discovered (Giacomini & Cook, 2000).
Methods such as interviews, focus groups, and participant observation provide the capacity to produce place sensitive accounts regarding geographic dimensions of health and health care (Hay, 2000; Dyck, 1999). This thesis adopts a holistic qualitative approach since it strives to generate an in-depth understanding of community member’s experiences to reveal how community health services may be contributing to community health sustainability to potentially improve social fabric. The complexity of health care in Ghana, specifically in the UWR where no known work on this topic has been done, along with the importance of context in this thesis further warrant the use of qualitative methods. By capturing narrative accounts and explanations, the contribution of CHPS to community health and sustainability can be discovered.

3.4 Qualitative Research in Health Geography

An evolutionary shift from medical to health geography occurred over the past several years. The traditional field of medical geography was characterised by the biomedical model and used quantitative methods with a focus on disease ecology, while the transition towards a more holistic approach has resulted in the field known as health geography (Luginaah, 2008, 2009; Dyck, 1999). The shift in approach to understanding the relationship between space, place, and health has been towards a focus on well-being and social constructions of health in place (Kearns & Moon, 2002). Methodological changes have accompanied the transition from the quantitatively positivist approach, whereby qualitative methods are now acknowledged as beneficial to enhancing the study of health and place. Moreover, the relationship between health and place has evolved; space and place are no longer seen simply as locations where events affecting health occur, or where health outcomes are observed. Rather, space
and place are recognized to be important in understanding the breadth of contextual factors that affect health (Kearns & Joseph, 1997; Moon, 1990).

Qualitative methods became widely accepted and useful in health geography as they are suited to the philosophies of the field where understanding context specific meanings emerged as significant in health promotion. Thus, the use of qualitative methods lends itself to analyzing things that are socially constructed through the ability to capture the views and experiences of the participants. This allows links to be made between constructs of health, behavioural choices and health outcomes within a specific locality (Poland et al., 1990; Elliot, 1999). The move from medical to health geography, with its theoretical and methodological changes, allows for social and cultural contextualization in the study of health in place.

Furthermore, given the complexities of the phenomena studied in health geography, it is acknowledged that multiple methods can be used. It is widely agreed that research quality is enhanced by multi-method investigations for various reasons. Use of multiple methods implies using more than one method to investigate the same problem, not to be confused with mixed methods, a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods (Hoggart, Lees & Davies, 2002; Rank, 2004). In using multiple, complementary methods, the researcher is able to gain deeper insight into the phenomenon under study, and the capacity for interpreting meaning and behaviour is increased. This is because using multiple methods provides “multiple routes to the same result” (Hoggart, Lees & Davies, 2002; Elliot, 1999).

This thesis uses multiple qualitative methods (key informant interviews, focus group discussions, and in-depth interviews), embracing the dynamic complexity of the
context, participant values, perceptions and experiences (Hoepfl, 1997; Hemming, 2008). This strategy addresses past critiques that no single method is adequate to solve the problem of competing explanation (Patton, 1999). This thesis adopts a qualitative approach since it strives to generate an in-depth understanding of community member’s experiences to reveal details surrounding the impact CHPS has on community endowments of health.

3.5 Choice of Case Study

According to Yin (2003), case study methodology is suitable for descriptive and explanatory as well as exploratory studies. A case study design is appropriate when asking “how” or “why” questions, when study participants cannot be manipulated, and when contextual conditions are to be considered as they are relevant (Yin, 2003; Baxter & Jack, 2008). A case study approach was used to investigate how CHPS contribute to community health and sustainability in the rural communities of the UWR. Qualitative case studies allow for in-depth exploration of issues and take into account contextual influences (Baxter, 2010) to produce deep, illustrative explanations for phenomena from various data sources. Drawing from a variety of data sources ensures the issue is explored from different viewpoints, allowing multiple aspects of the issue to be highlighted and understood (Baxter & Jack, 2008). The approach enables the researcher to capture the perspective of the participants without manipulating the information gathered (Hancock & Algozzine, 2006). Since the focus of case studies is to generate in-depth, thorough understanding of a given phenomenon based on participants’ experiences, achieving a large sample size is not relevant. Given this, qualitative case studies are not meant to be generalizable in the statistical sense, but
can be used to create credible theoretical explanations that may be generalizable in the analytic sense (Baxter, 2010). The use of the qualitative case study methodology in this thesis allowed for descriptive as well as explanatory investigation into the community-based health services, and the processes by which they contribute to community sustainability. The complex nature of healthcare in Ghana (Abel-Smith & Rawal, 1992; Buor, 2005; Ensor & Cooper, 2004; Ganle et al., 2015; Jagri & Yeboah, 2016; Oppong & Hodgson, 1994; Saeed & Abdul-Aziz, 2013), multi-faceted concept of community sustainability (Farmer et al., 2012) and unique context of rural communities in the UWR warrant the qualitative case study approach in this thesis. Further, the approach is suited to this thesis as it applies an existing explanatory concept to a new case, both to test the pre-existing theory and in attempt to generate new theory as it relates to the study location context (Baxter, 2010).

3.6 **Qualitative Rigor**

The ability to share others’ experiences through qualitative methods should be viewed as a privilege and as such, interpreting and representing other peoples’ experiences comes with the responsibility to ensure the work is credible and trustworthy (Stake, 1995; Baxter & Eyles, 1999; Golafshani, 2003; Bradshaw & Stratford, 2010). Establishing this trustworthiness should begin early with research design and continue throughout the research process (Baxter & Eyles 1999, 1997; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). According to Baxter & Eyles (1997), the most common ways to ensure rigor are providing information that justifies methods, the use of multiple methods, information on participant selection, and presentation of verbatim quotations. Qualitative rigor in human geography is understood to consist of credibility (accurate representation of
phenomenon under study), transferability (apply to contexts outside the study),
dependability (consistency in interpretation), and confirmability (ensuring findings are a
result of participants’ experiences rather than the researcher’s motivations or biases)
(Guba, 1981; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Shenton, 2004). Common provisions to
ensure credibility include the adoption of multiple appropriate methods, becoming
familiar with the culture of participants, triangulation and thick descriptions.
Transferability can be achieved by providing background data regarding the context of
the study, and dependability by providing an in-depth description of methods.
Triangulation is important to ensure confirmability, and the researcher should recognize
and disclose their beliefs and assumptions going into the research process. In this
thesis many of these provisions are used; the careful selection of data collection
methods, triangulation, theoretical saturation, and positionality and reflexivity protect
against threats to rigor.

3.6.1 Data Collection

The selection of data collection methods was an early step in striving for a
rigorous study. Choosing data collection methods that are widely recognized as
appropriate for answering the type of research questions in this thesis, as well as for the
field of health geography, made a contribution to the credibility of the study (Yin, 1994).
Prior to data collection I familiarized myself with the study context and culture through
consulting literature, speaking with colleagues who originate from the study location,
and visiting the communities to introduce myself. While conducting focus groups and
interviews, I recorded detailed notes on themes and issues that emerged and made
observational notes regarding details such as group dynamics. Selecting multiple
methods allows for methodological triangulation, thus also contributes to credibility (Baxter & Eyles, 1997).

3.6.2 Triangulation

Data triangulation is generally understood as the employment of different but complementary data sources and collection methods to investigate the same research problem (Hoggart, Lees, & Davies, 2002). There are four main sorts of triangulation: multiple sources, methods, investigators, and theories (Denzin, 1998; Baxter & Eyles, 1997; Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In my thesis, involving a range of informants promotes triangulating through data sources. From district directors of health services, community health nurses and volunteers, to community members, the range of information sources contribute to multiple source rigor. I used methodological triangulation in my thesis through using multiple complementary methods, which allows for greater cross-validation (Hoggart, Lees & Davies, 2002). Using different means of data collection to examine the same research issue addresses the biases and limitations of using any one mode of collection on its own, and can illuminate different aspects of the problem under study (Guba, 1981; Brewer & Hunter, 1989). Further, investigator triangulation assisted the rigorous analysis of data. Consulting with my supervisor, Dr. Luginaah, and colleagues throughout data analysis process provided a fresh perspective and constructive feedback. Subjecting the data analysis process to scrutiny by peers or academics is said to enable the researcher to refine methods and strengthen interpretation and explanation of results (Shenton, 2004).

3.6.3 Theoretical Saturation
Theoretical saturation is defined as “data adequacy” and is achieved by collecting data until no new information emerges (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p 61; Morce, 1995). While conducting my research, some themes such as social networks and unity repeatedly emerged in focus group discussions and interviews, while some were briefly mentioned or mentioned in some discussions and not others. In order to achieve theoretical saturation, I revisited these topics with a new line of questioning in focus groups in which the issue was briefly mentioned, or posed questions related to the newly emerged issues in subsequent focus groups. In-depth interviews were an essential tool in reaching theoretical saturation as well, as they provided participants the opportunity to expand on issues brought up in focus groups and to contribute any information they felt was missed. For example, at a point in the data collection process, no new information was arising regarding social networks and unity, but further exploration of the ways in which CHPS has effected gender relations in communities, a theme that occurred occasionally, was needed in order to meet theoretical saturation (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

3.6.4 Reflexivity and Positionality

Since researchers practicing qualitative methods make interpretations about what they see, hear and understand, they must critically self-reflect to address power dynamics between themselves and study participants. Practicing reflexivity by becoming aware of the ideas that inform the researcher’s understanding of the topic under study and locating “embodied knowledge” are necessary exercises early in the research process (Waitt, 2010). The researcher must acknowledge their position and reflect on how it relates to the processes, people, and phenomenon being researched throughout
the research process, and should evaluate and reflect on how their pre-existing
knowledge and ideas change while conducting research (Rose, 1997). During analysis
and interpretation, it is suggested to document the interpretation process and reflect, to
ensure that findings are being accurately represented (Bradshaw & Stratford, 2010).
The personal characteristics and biographies of the researcher, including age, race,
class, gender, and level of education, influence the ways the researcher conducts
themselves as well as how they perceive the researched (England, 1994; Dyck &
Kearns, 1995). While these issues can’t be eliminated entirely, reflexivity and
positionality make the researcher aware of the relationships and how information, and
the ways it is attained, may be effected. Prior to conducting my fieldwork, I reflected on
my own positionality and what this meant for my research.

Given I am a Canadian born, white female, my status as a cultural outsider was
obvious when I travelled to the UWR of Ghana to conduct my research. Cross cultural
research poses a threat to rigor since the outsider status can hinder gathering an
accurate representation of the phenomenon (Irvine, Roberts, & Bradbury-Jones, 2008;
Hennink, 2008; Merriam et al., 2001). Prior to arriving in Ghana there was concern that I
would face challenges in recruiting people for focus groups and interviews because of
my outsider status. While I have visited sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) previously, I had
never conducted research in SSA or any developing context. I was concerned that the
local people may not feel comfortable associating with me or my research. However,
once I arrived I received a friendly welcome and that warmth continued through the two
months I was in the region. Community members were welcoming and willing to
participate in the research; for focus groups, more people than needed were
consistently willing to participate. Some participants stated they prefer to talk to an "outsider" rather than a CHPS official or somebody working for an NGO. In some communities the women even put on song and dance as a welcoming gesture after focus groups. While this came as a relief, it was still important for me to be cognisant of my role as a researcher and the relational issues that accompany it.

Building rapport with people in the area of study can be a challenge, particularly in cross cultural research (Valentine, 2005). For me this was facilitated by connecting with people who had pre-established relationships with my supervisor, Dr. Isaac Luginaah, or other students of his who had studied in the region. Since Isaac is from the UWR and has had multiple students conduct their research in the area, introducing myself as a student of his was helpful in initiating research and building rapport. One of Dr.Luginaah’s current students is also from the region and has prior experience working with a CHPS official who I was able to connect with. He was instrumental in assisting with community selection (he had access to data indicating which communities had functioning CETS, no CETS, or failed CETS), and introduced me to the regional director of health, an individual I may not have had the opportunity to meet otherwise. Two of Dr.Luginaah’s previous students who conducted research in the region were able to recommend a research assistant whom they worked with and regarded highly. These pre-existing connections allowed me to develop a network and become accustomed to the culture of the UWR.

Deciding which communities to include in the study was a combined effort. The inclusion criterion was established by my supervisor and I prior to arriving in Ghana; I wanted to go to two districts where in each there was one community that had CETS
successfully running at the time of interviews, one that had initiated CETS previously, but had since collapsed, and one that had never initiated CETS. The status of CETS is used as an indicator of sustainability as it is a community-initiated, owned and operated program. The efforts required to initiate and/or sustain CETS are in line with the concept of community sustainability as highlighted in the literature review.

Since I had no way of knowing the status of CETS in each community in the UWR, a CHPS official and the regional director of health shared information initially, and then the DDHSs assisted me in selecting specific communities. These contacts were all very helpful. For example, the DDHS for Wa West was able to direct me to the community where the concept of CETS originated.

Since I was conducting research in rainy season which is also farming season, we needed to select communities accordingly. The research assistant was insightful here. For example, rather than selecting a district that would require three or more hours of travel time on the motorbike, we selected closer ones to account for possible delays resulting from heavy rain and to ensure fieldwork would be completed by the end of my stay.

I worked with two research assistants over the duration of my fieldwork. I began working with one who is a high school teacher; however, due to conflicting schedules he was no longer able to assist me and connected me with another research assistant. They both played a crucial role in my ability to conduct fieldwork as they accompanied me to meetings, transported me to the communities, introduced me to community members and translated interviews.
3.7 **Data Collection Methods**

This thesis uses interviews with key informants, focus groups, and in-depth interviews to understand the research objective. Ethics approval for these methods and interview checklists was obtained from the Western University Non-Medical Research Ethics Board. Male and female adults from six communities in the UWR of Ghana were interviewed to assess the contribution of the CHPS to community sustainability. Community sustainability was chosen due to its capacity to encapsulate the idea of healthy, thriving communities as highlighted in the literature review. Three communities were located in one district, Wa West, and three were located in another district, Nadowli. The communities within each district were determined after meeting with the Regional Director of Health and CHPS officials in Wa Municipal based on the status of CETS since as CETS were used as a measure of sustainability. In each district, one community had functioning CETS, one did not have CETS at all, and one had attempted to initiate and sustain a program, but failed. In Wa West, Dabo (functioning CETS), Varimpere (failed CETS), and Talawona (no CETS) were the communities under study. In Nadowli, the communities were Gbanko (functioning CETS), Noru (failed CETS), and Kpazie (no CETS).

**Figure 2: Study Location Profiles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status of CETS</th>
<th>Distance to Nearest Health Facility</th>
<th>Approximate Population</th>
<th>Year CHPS services commenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wa West</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabo</td>
<td>Functioning</td>
<td>14km (Dorimon)</td>
<td>2234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varimpere</td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>3km (Vieri)</td>
<td>1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talawona</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>34km (Wa West District Hospital)</td>
<td>1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nadowli</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participant recruitment was facilitated by the DDHSs who provided information in order to contact other key informants and local community leaders including Community Health Officers (CHOs), Community Health Nurses (CHNs), and Community Health Volunteers (CHVs). A letter of information was given to key informants with reading capabilities prior to scheduling interviews. Prior to scheduling interviews, the research assistants and I met with key informants at the community level who were not able to read to explain the thesis, the aim of the research, and the need for their input. CHOs, CHNs and CHVs played an important role in recruitment and organization of participants for focus groups; they helped to organize discussion locations, dates, and recruited participants from their communities. Focus groups and interviews were scheduled for times that were most convenient for community members as to limit interruptions to farming and other daily activities. For example, interviews were rarely scheduled for Fridays since that is when funerals typically take place. After each focus group was completed, participants were asked if they would be interested in participating in in-depth interviews to expand further on themes that had emerged.

Verbal consent was obtained before undertaking interviews and focus groups to receive consent from illiterate participants. All focus groups and interviews were translated from the local language to English and audio-recorded to be transcribed later; participants consented to this. For each focus group observations were recorded in my notebook regarding group dynamics, setting, and number of participants. Detailed notes on issues and themes brought up were also recorded for key informant interviews, focus groups,
and in-depth interviews. The need for privacy and confidentiality of the study participants was expressed to the research assistants and they signed a confidentiality agreement. Contact information was provided in the letter of information in case participants are interested in the study results.

3.7.1 Key Informant Interviews

For this thesis, eight interviews were conducted with a broader group of key informants in the UWR, which, for the purpose of this research, are defined as individuals who are affiliated with the region’s health system, CHPS officials and representatives, or who are involved with CETS. Interviews were conducted with the District Directors of Health Services, CHPS representatives at the regional and district levels, community health officers and nurses, and community health volunteers. Previously established contacts with CHPS officials were used as a starting point in acquiring these interviews. Key informant interviews occurred one-on-one at the convenience of participants and usually took place in participants’ places of work. All key informants were residents of the region at the time of interviews and are familiar with the social and geographical context. The purpose of the key informant interviews is to gather background information of the policy formation of the CHPS and specialized knowledge of the communities.

While this study aims to provide a platform for members of the communities to share their experiences and voice their opinions, the key informant interviews provide a slightly different perspective on the topic (Lytle et al., 2003; Wig, Suleiman, Routeldge et al., 1980). Key informant interviews are beneficial to this research as participants were able to provide valuable insight that may have otherwise not been obtained. The
individuals interviewed were able to provide insight on policy formation at a the national and/or regional level as well as local community characteristics. Insights regarding community characteristics were particularly useful for the consideration of community sustainability in this thesis; for example, CHNs who stay in the communities where they work offer a unique perspective since they have an understanding of community dynamics and relations but are still removed in that they are not “community members”.

Prior to conducting interviews, it was expected that approximately six-ten interviews would be sufficient; this held true, as theoretical saturation was reached with eight key informant interviews (Sandelowski, 1995). The interviews were conducted between early June 2015 and late July 2015 in the UWR and the sample consisted of two males and six females. The imbalanced male to female ratio is due to the gendered nature of professions targeted as key informants for the purpose of this thesis; for example, CHNs and CHO’s are usually female.

**Figure 3: Key Informant Interviews**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Key Informant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td></td>
<td>07/14/2015</td>
<td>District Director Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Gbanko</td>
<td>07/13/2015</td>
<td>Community Health Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Kpazie</td>
<td>07/06/2015</td>
<td>Community Heath Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Dabo</td>
<td>07/04/2015</td>
<td>Community Health Volunteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>(not community level)</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
<td>CHPS coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Wechiau (not community level)</td>
<td>06/15/2015</td>
<td>District Director of Heath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Varimpere</td>
<td>06/13/2015</td>
<td>Community Health Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa Municipal</td>
<td>Wa</td>
<td>06/14/2015</td>
<td>JICA/CHPS official</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.7.2 Focus Group Discussions

The focus group method involves a small group of participants discussing the topic under study from personal experience (Powell & Single, 1996). The researcher is able to observe the nature of the dialogue and learns through discussion about the participants’ views and understandings of the issue, as well as the range of views the participants hold (Conradson, 2005, p. 129). The group is a setting which stimulates extensive discussion and free flow of conversation (Berg, 2004) to stimulate new ideas and discussion topics. The challenge associated with this method is that it is possible for a few assertive people to dominate the conversation (Baxter & Eyles, 1997).

Six to eight individuals were recruited to participate in each of the focus group discussions for this study, however more people often showed up. Two focus group sessions (one male group and one female group) occurred in each of the six communities making a total of twelve focus groups. Due to cultural norms whereby women may be less inclined to voice their views in the presence of men, male and female focus groups were conducted separately. This reduced risk to participants and created a comfortable environment for sharing experiences. The focus groups were conducted with a flexible checklist and explored the main themes of this research project. Focus groups were most commonly conducted outside at the community health compound, but also took place at common community gathering settings that were comfortable for participants and provided privacy for the discussion. Research assistants translated to remove language barriers; I asked questions in english which were translated directly by the research assistant to participants. Participant responses were then translated to English and discussions were audio-recorded for further
transcription and analysis. Participants were reminded that they may choose not to answer any question or withdraw from the study at any time and were informed that if any of them were not comfortable with being audio-recorded, they would be invited to participate in an in-depth interview, where audio recording would not be required. No participant voiced concern with being audio-recorded or chose not to answer questions. All focus groups and interviews were audio-recorded. Important topics and findings from all in-depth interviews and focus group discussions were also recorded by me in my notebook.

**Figure 4: Focus Groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Men or Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Dabo</td>
<td>07/08/2015</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Dabo</td>
<td>07/08/2015</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Varimpere</td>
<td>06/16/2015</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Varimpere</td>
<td>06/17/2015</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Kpazie</td>
<td>07/11/2015</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Kpazie</td>
<td>07/11/2015</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Gbanko</td>
<td>07/13/2015</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Gbanko</td>
<td>07/13/2015</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Naro</td>
<td>07/14/2015</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Naro</td>
<td>07/14/2015</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Talawona</td>
<td>07/09/2015</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Talawona</td>
<td>07/09/2015</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7.3 In-Depth Interviews

The focus group discussions were followed up by conducting in-depth interviews. In-depth interviews provide the opportunity to gain valuable information that may otherwise be missed in a focus group situation, and to further explore themes that emerge in key informant interviews and focus groups. Using the thematic saturation
sampling principle (Baxter & Eyles, 1996), this thesis conducted eleven in-depth interviews with people from the communities with functioning CETS (six females and five males), eight (six females and two males) from communities with no operating CETS, and eight (six females and two males) in the communities where CETS was once initiated but failed. The gender imbalance for in-depth interviews is largely due to women expressing more interest and willingness to participate. Men tended to express that they had said all they wanted to say in the focus group discussions, whereas women were more interested in discussing topics further, or adding new information that did not come up in focus groups. These interviews help to create deep understandings about the ways in which CHPS impacts communities beyond direct health benefits in terms of community sustainability, based on individual experiences. Since in-depth interviewees had already participated in the focus groups, the interviews also served to practice member checking; I was able to check my interpretation of the focus group in addition to exploring issues further. Interviews were conducted in a setting familiar to the participants to ensure comfort in speaking about topics. Research assistants translated the interviews which were recorded for further transcription and analysis.

**Figure 5: In-depth Interviews**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Number of Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Dabo</td>
<td>5 (3 females, 2 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Varimpere</td>
<td>5 (3 females, 2 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa West</td>
<td>Talawona</td>
<td>5 (3 females, 2 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Gbanko</td>
<td>6 (3 females, 3 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Noru</td>
<td>3 (3 females)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadowli</td>
<td>Kpazie</td>
<td>3 (3 females)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8 **Data Analysis Techniques**

Interviews and focus groups were translated by the research assistants during the interviews and recorded. I then transcribed the interviews and became familiar with the content and emerging themes by reading the text thoroughly before I began coding. After the initial read through I began to analyze the data more formally, starting with a deductive coding approach. This involves creating a list of codes prior to fieldwork based on research questions, conceptual frameworks, and problem areas. For this thesis, initial codes were derived from the Capitals Framework (Farmer et al 2012), and were intended to provide guiding structure for the start of analysis. I created tables with categories and associated codes for easy reference while reading through transcripts. The start list codes fit the data well but were modified to account for “bulk”, where one or two codes dominated much of the transcripts; sub-codes were used to further categorize data in order to facilitate more efficient and in-depth interpretation. While these codes were useful, it was also important to employ inductive coding, where codes emerge from the data progressively. This allowed me to uncover and take into account repeated ideas, concepts or themes that may have been missed otherwise. After having read through the transcripts using both deductive and inductive content analysis, I was fully immersed in the data and ready to interpret further. I looked for patterns such as behaviours, norms, relationships, local meanings and explanations, and commonsense explanations, within cases as well as between cases. Patterns were also recorded in a chart which allowed me to link them with codes more easily. This process was repeated as different segments and patterns or explanations were interrelated.
While it is sometimes suggested to use computer programming for coding and analysis in qualitative work, I chose not to do so. Practically, I am not familiar with coding software as I have never used it before. I felt it would take a long time to become comfortable and fully competent in using coding software, and given the restricted time frame allotted for analysis, I opted to code manually. Moreover, the total number of interviews was small enough to code by hand. Manual coding also allowed me to become immersed in the data and was a process I enjoyed.

3.9 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided a description of the study design and methods used to carry out the study. This thesis uses a qualitative case study approach as it is well suited to the research questions. As such, qualitative methods and their utility in the field of health geography were discussed and the case study methodology was outlined. The chapter then discussed the use of multiple methods in qualitative research, and Data collection methods specific to this study and the details of how the key informant interviews, focus groups, and in-depth interviews were conducted are outlined. Finally, the chapter discussed data analysis techniques that were used to interpret data and generate themes.
Chapter 4

4 RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the study. Interview questions focused on uncovering contributions of CHPS to health and community sustainability as well as gathering information on understudied CETS. Questions were informed by the theoretical framework used in this thesis in order to capture relevant information pertaining to the contributions of CHPS to social, human, and economic capital. Results are presented starting with the direct benefits of CHPS to communities, followed by indirect benefits relating to the Capitals Framework. Results regarding CETS are then presented with an overview of facilitators and barriers to initiating and sustaining the program in each studied community.

4.2 Direct Benefits of CHPS

Direct benefits of CHPS, for the purpose of this thesis, are considered those that are experienced as a direct result of CHPS implementation. Increased access to health services, health education, and improved health outcomes emerged as themes relating to the direct benefits of CHPS to the communities in Wa West and Nadowli, as reported by community members and key informants.

4.3 Access to Health Services

Improved physical access to health care was identified as the most obvious benefit of the implementation of CHPS. In all discussions, it was stated that having the CHPS compounds at the community level makes it easier to access and use health care services. Prior to the implementation of CHPS, residents were required to travel to
the nearest hospital for health services, usually by foot. These long distances along with poor road conditions and rainy seasons discouraged utilization of health services:

“when our wives used to have to go far, rains would fall heavily and add to their health situations. Now if its raining they can just wait until it stops and go to the CHPS compound” (M, FG, Varimpere).

Furthermore, if a resident is not well enough to travel to the CHPS compound, they are still able to receive health services:

“if some person is bed-ridden, you can still get care. The community heath officer will come to you. You can’t get this anywhere else” (M, FG, Gbanko).

Access to timely care for babies and children was a topic that emerged in most discussions and interviews as well. Since some infants experience acute episodes of illness, the distance to and accessibility of the compound is an important factor because residents are able to seek care quickly:

“We seek early treatment for childhood illnesses as opposed to before, by the time they transport those children who are too sick to go to the further health facilities, they might end up dying on the way. Some children develop a sudden illness but once CHPS is just very close to us we can send our children to seek early treatment. It is saving our children” (M, FG, Talawonaa).

The ability to receive care in the night, particularly for babies or children, was identified as another main benefit of CHPS since parents are able to take children or babies experiencing symptoms in the night to the CHPS compound:

“Because of fear in the night, children wouldn’t be sent to Nadowli hospital, now even if its midnight and the child is not well, we can bring the child to the CHPS compound here” (F, FG, Kpazie).

In cases of emergencies or when specialized treatment is needed, referrals are also available. Access to care or referrals during the night is dependent on the CHN sleeping at the compound. Ideally CHNs are to stay and sleep at the compounds, however there
are some communities in which they do not usually due to lack of electricity or other basic amenities.

Improvement in access to ANC specifically was also discussed as a benefit in almost all discussions. More women reportedly attend ANC services at the CHPS compound given the easy access:

“women used to have to travel long distances and wouldn’t go [for antenatal care], but now they go for antenatal care since it is close” (F, FG, Talawonaa).

Participants noted that CHPS has generally achieved its goal of “bringing health to the doorsteps of Ghanaians” in the literal sense.

4.4 Family Planning

Family planning was a theme that emerged throughout group discussions and interviews. A component of the CHPS initiative is the promotion of family planning services through education and provision of contraceptives at the CHPS compound.

Participants discussed the provision of family planning as a benefit of CHPS:

“Initially, you needed to go to Wa. Most women feel shy going to talk to a nurses in Wa for family planning. And because most of us are not educated, we may not know when the contraceptive injection wears off and it is time to receive another one. We also don’t have the means to be going to Wa often. But once CHPS is here the nurses themselves have our records so they are able to remind you when you need to get another contraceptive injection. The number one benefit of CHPS to me is family planning” (F, IDI, Varimpere).

Since women get to know the nurse who serves their community, they report feeling more comfortable visiting her for family planning since the service deals with sensitive subject matter. Moreover, when women are able to use contraceptives, they report feeling a sense of control over their bodies and their ability to care for their children. In
some cases, offering family planning services in the community reportedly positively influences marital relationships:

“family planning is a benefit. There’s less fighting among women and husbands because if I wasn’t ready to give birth and the husband wants to sleep with me, that would bring problems, but now I am able to play safe” (F, FG, Dabo).

Males are now included in sensitization campaigns for family planning. There are some reports that some men are becoming supportive since they are being educated on family planning:

“initially because of the lack of sensitization we used to do it behind our husbands but now that the CHO talk to both men and women about the benefits, we don’t see it as something we should be hiding from our husbands. The husbands go with us and decide what is the best method. But initially it wasn’t like that we were hiding from our husbands” (F, FG, Dabo).

While supply side factors have theoretically increased access to family planning services, women discussed social challenges as substantial barriers to access. Many men have not been receptive to efforts to gain their support through sensitization activities. There have been mixed results according to female community members:

“They’ve [men] been sensitized on family planning and it depends on the type of man. Some men will readily accept it and even go with you to the compound, others you have to sneak out and get it. So the acceptance is inconsistent” (F, FG, Gbanko).

CHNs also reported that support for and acceptance of family planning services has been inconsistent among men:

“Most men in this community are not happy about family planning. But there is this one man over here, he comes with his wife to the compound for the service. He is the only one here who does that...there are just some few who support family planning” (F, KI, Talawonaa).
According to female participants, the largest barrier in accessing and using family planning services is men’s disapproval of their wives accessing the services and using contraceptives:

“Sometimes your husband will be against it but you as a woman, the nurses have educated you and you know that the less children you have the more you can take care of such children. So you really have to go behind your husband and do this…the men just don’t agree and most men don’t support family planning…A man came to try and beat the nurse for giving family planning services to his wife without his consent” (F, IDI, Varimpere).

“a nurse was here she spoke to both men and women about family planning, so the men came together and said they will come and beat her because since she came here their women are no longer giving birth…there’s just some small few that support it” (F, IDI, Talwonaa).

The discussion surrounding family planning and particularly the possibility of violence against women as a consequence of using or providing contraceptives suggests that sensitization efforts targeting men should be further developed and potentially altered. All in all, family planning is seen as a benefit and women support the use of contraceptives, however the social context is important in addressing barriers to access. In cases where men are supportive, women report positive influences on male-female relationships, but when men are not supportive it is detrimental and is associated with violence against women.

Overall, the physical location of CHPS compounds at the community level has improved access to and use of health services both at the clinic and at the hospital. These findings are expected as the primary goal of CHPS is to increase access to and use of health services in remote communities. The findings are also consistent with existing knowledge that access to care has increased (Johnson et al., 2015; MOH, 2010; GHS, 2015).
4.5 **Health Education and Improved Health Outcomes**

Health education is another theme that emerged when discussing the benefits of CHPS and has an indirect effect on community health and sustainability. CHOs and CHNs provide health education to the communities they serve on a range of topics. This is a component of the initiative that participants appreciate and enjoy according to our conversations. Participants discussed how they are informed about the importance of practicing healthy living habits in order to prevent and lessen the impact of illnesses. Community members demonstrated an eagerness to learn when discussing topics such as breast feeding guidelines, keeping surroundings clean and the health concerns associated with risky practices such as leaving uncovered food out. Health education promotes confidence in community members’ ability to care for themselves and their families, and sharing information with others is enjoyable particularly among women.

Related to access to the compound and health education, benefits to physical health were also brought up in all focus group discussions and interviews when participants were asked about the benefits of CHPS. There was consensus among participants that the CHPS initiative has improved the physical health of community residents. Participants report suffering less when they fall sick due to more timely treatment and being sick less often due to the focus on health promotion. For example, improvements in child health was reported and credited to preventative measures such as increased access to vaccinations:

“because of the nurse coming around to vaccinate our children, they can now stay healthier...before we would have to travel far so it was a barrier to accessing vaccinations that are very relevant to our children’s health and growth” (F, FG, Naro).
“There was a high prevalence of measles but access to vaccinations has helped that” (F, FG, Talawonaa).

Better access to vaccinations and drugs to treat illnesses were discussed frequently.

Accessibility of medications for every day maladies has also improved quality of life according to participants:

“Now that it [CHPS compound] is here, I can go and have my health insurance card and show up to get drugs for my dizziness I was experiencing in the mornings” (F, IDI, Dabo)

“CHPS gives medicines. We can come anytime and get treated…it helps with common ailments” (F, FG, Varimpere).

These are also expected benefits of CHPS and are consistent with the improved health outcomes reported by GHS and the MOH, such as improved child health and increased access to vaccinations, as a result of CHPS implementation (MOH, 2011; GHS, 2015).

4.6 Indirect Benefits of CHPS: CHPS and Community Health and Sustainability

The following section will discuss results relating to the Capitals Framework as discussed in the literature review and methods chapters. During analysis, themes emerged that align with the capitals framework. Namely, CHPS makes contributions to rural communities by way of promoting social capital, human capital and economic capital.

4.6.1 Social Capital

Analysis revealed that CHPS appears to create a social network and thus contributes to the community through social capital. CHPS has provided a location for social interaction and provided a locus for voluntary action. As highlighted in the literature review, these themes align with the Capitals Framework as added value contributions of health services. Gender relations also emerged as a theme where
participants talked about the ways in which CHPS has apparently influenced male and female relationships.

*Location for Social Interaction*

The CHPS compound was identified as a location for social interaction by participants. The compound acts as a community centre, a public space where residents come together for a number of purposes. Since community members are called to meet at the compound by the CHN for various health-related reasons, community members are interacting on a regular basis:

“Before CHPS came, it was very difficult to get all community members together for a meeting. The availability of CHPS has brought people together” (M, IDI, Dabo).

This has created social connections:

“from time to time the whole community is brought together for the CHN to educate us on some health issues, and through that process we develop community human relations...we meet and share things that are of interest to the whole community” (F, FG, Kpazie).

Simply coming together in the same physical space for meetings lead by the CHN has created a familiar place for community organizing and mobilization. Further, it creates an opportunity for dialogue that tend to be led by community members:

“Even when we have other meetings, we hold it here. It brings people together for other purposes, using the CHPS compound as a meeting place” (M, FG, Varimpere).

Moreover, it is easier for community members to self-organize meetings when groups are already present at CHPS-related meetings. For example, women reported that attending antenatal care services provides opportunity for organizing meetings on other community-related issues:
“Aside the issue of coming for drugs, the CHPS concept has helped us to be more united, to come together, to always have periodic meetings...On the days for ANC for instance, a lot of women come around, so instead of you trying to go around and call women to come for a meeting, you will have people here and its easier to organize meetings” (F, FG, Varimpere).

The compound has become a safe place for open dialogue; for this reason, when arranging interviews and focus groups, community members and CHO's usually recommended that the CHPS compound be the location.

Bringing people together at the CHPS location also facilitates creation of social and emotional bonds according to participants. Formation of friendships was reported frequently by women:

“The CHPS compound and the antenatal care services we have to attend regularly bring women together and we interact amongst ourselves...sometimes we ask about the welfare of our households and even learn best practices that some women are doing. If someone comes here dressed nicely we will want to as well, so next time we come we also look good.” (F, IDI, Naro).

Women were observed gathered at the compound for postnatal services laughing and enjoying one another's company. These types of social relationships are important in boosting morale and help to promote community health and sustainability.

Men talked less about emotional bonds, and but reported that they help one another on farms when needed in the spirit of communal labour. Participants discussed how the spirit of communal labour that was necessary during the implementation of CHPS has continued; people are generally willing to help each other when needed. Knowing there are people in the community to rely on in times of need is important for community relations.
Participants reported that CHPS has also helped to create and/or improve relationships with other communities since CHPS compounds tend to serve more than one community:

“other communities come here for health services, so that brings people together here. We get to interact with other communities” (M, FG, Varimpere).

Further, since CHPS is community-owned, residents in communities served by the compound are responsible for upkeep of the grounds. Meetings are arranged by the communities in order to do so, and this was reported as another way that CHPS creates an extended social network between communities:

“we meet with the communities around to discuss issues about how to manage the CHPS compound. In that way it is promoting inter-community living and trust among the communities…it is even exposing us to a lot of ideas from each other” (M, IDI, Talawonaa).

Evidently, the location of the CHPS compound acts as a meeting space for community members as well a social hub. Residents have attached meaning and a sense of ownership to the compound beyond a location to access health services, to a place where they can organize meetings or simply visit with friends.

*Improved Community Trust: a function of social capital*

Residents discussed the role of trust in the development or maintenance of social capital, consistent with social capital literature (LeBan, 2011; Lyon, 2000; Fenenga, 2015). Trust was a recurring topic of discussion among participants. Community members agreed with each other that regular meetings, whether arranged by the nurse, or themselves, have created a stronger sense of trust. The closer relationships within
and between communities along with awareness of what is going on in their own and nearby communities, have apparently made participants feel that they can trust one another in a general sense. Mistrust was said to often be the reason for conflicts in the community, so improvements in trust issues are beneficial to individuals as well as to the community at large for stronger bonds and social capital. The CHNs have purportedly played a role in the establishment of trust, since they are usually trusted and respected individuals in the community. Examples were cited where acceptance and uptake of ideas was more likely when they are introduced, supported or endorsed by the nurse because she is trusted. This finding is consistent with literature which states that social connections increase trust and trustworthiness, and that individuals with higher status are often seen to be more trustworthy (Nyonator et al., 2005).

“having CHPS here…the women sit here…and we get used to the nurse. She is able to mobilize us and the women are united. We have formed groups for support” (F, FG, Varimpere).

Unity in Times of Need: improved social capital

The concept of unity was discussed repeatedly in interviews and group discussions. Social networks and connections were referred to as unity by participants. This is a context specific concept as unity is a part of the culture. CHPS has been credited with bringing unity in communities where residents work together towards common goals for the greater good of the community.

“CHPS has brought togetherness and unity. We have meetings to discuss issues and we are also working hard to get a bore hole. So it’s a result of our unity that these things are coming” (M, FG, Dabo).

The social connectedness facilitated by CHPS has:
“brought a lot of benefits to us. Unity and support in times of need...when a community member is in need we are able to support that person...there’s also a lot of women's groups, notably the mother to mother group, and it is because of the CHPS compound that these groups have been set up” (M, IDI, Dabo).

Uniting to provide social support during difficult times was discussed as a benefit frequently:

“CHPS has brought unity among women where they meet every week to contribute towards emergencies like funerals. When there’s a funeral, all the women will go to support the woman who is bereaved. It has brought support for social functions like funerals” (M, FG, Dabo).

Related to the notion of community unity is the view that CHPS forms a location for voluntary action. When CHPS were initially implemented, communities partook in communal labour to build CHPS compounds. Participants stated that the fact that CHPS are community-owned formed the basis on which people are keen to participate in the community in both formal and informal ways.

*Gender relations in the Context of CHPS*

In line with the fact that CHPS compounds are places where community relations are built, it emerged from the analysis that relations between men and women are impacted. When the CHN calls for community meetings, both men and women are present and all attendees are encouraged to speak to share ideas or opinions. Yet due to traditional cultural/social norms, women tend not to feel comfortable speaking in a group in front of their male counterparts, especially when being asked about their opinions. According to participants, women sometimes fear violent consequences of speaking their mind in public and therefore tend to stay quiet. With CHPS in place, although these challenges still exist, there has been some improvement due to the regular meetings where men and women’s voices are valued.
“before if you wanted to say anything it meant you needed to seek permission from your husband or male counterpart before you could say those things. But because of regular interactions and meetings we have, we are able to express our opinions in public in front of the males. Being able to talk, we are building self confidence out of the regular meetings we hold. We know we can be able to sit down in the presence of men and women as well” (F, FG, Gbanko).

The women who reported feeling comfortable speaking in front of men all mentioned that this has been a relatively recent development due to things such as regular meetings, interactions, and sensitization targeting men. They expressed a substantial positive impact on their sense of self-worth when their opinions are valued in a public forum:

“We as women can express our views in front of our male counterparts, which used not to be so, because of the regular interaction…we are able to contribute effectively to discussions on issues that matter to all of us. So it has given us social recognition as people that can also contribute, not only males. We as women can also contribute to any social issue in the community…men recognize us as part of the development planning process in the community” (F, IDI, Kpazie).

However, other women report they still do not feel completely comfortable voicing opinions in the company of men in public as they may be misunderstood and subsequently reprimanded by their husbands:

“If you speak your mind, your husband will say you are coming to expose your house, your family issues at a public community forum, meanwhile what you are saying as a woman is just something general that effects community development. But there are issues where women have been beaten” (F, IDI, Varimpere).

The notion that only men are meant to be the leaders generally persists with women feeling like their ideas will not be taken seriously by men:

“Sometimes there are other things we want as women, but men will carry on with this and will say women are trying to be independent and the leaders when they should be the leaders” (F, IDI, Varimpere).
Some women also expressed frustration with this since there are times they have ideas that they can work towards, but need the support of men to succeed. On the other hand, there are men who recognize women as important actors in the process of development and acknowledge their accomplishments:

“the women have women’s groups and other things that they do, but with the men we are having a problem...the women are the development agents because they are always able to come together to initiate anything” (M, FG, Varimpere).

Males are also aware of the fact that some women fear speaking in front of men at meetings:

“the nurses should try as much as possible to encourage the women to always talk when they have meetings. Because the women don’t like talking when discussing community matters” (M, FG, Varimpere).

Few men also acknowledged that men are the cause of this, and called for a change among the men:

“We have to start making the men realize the need to allow women to talk when the men are there...there’s no way we can unite with women if the women’s opinions can’t be heard. If women are afraid it will be difficult for us to come together...so one of the things we will have to do is to make sure that most older men will have to agree they need to allow women to express their views” (M, IDI, Varimpere).

This recognition by men is necessary in order to change social norms that inhibit women’s participation in community matters for the overall improvement of community sustainability.

Participants also discussed CHPS influencing marital relationships in that stresses associated with accessing health care are less compared to before the CHPS era:

“There are stronger family ties among us. We can access health care and go back to working on the farm or household duties in the same day, so there is less fighting between husbands and wives” (F, FG, Gbanko).
The closeness of the CHPS compound allows families to save time and resources, so there is less stress about time taken off work and caring for children and less stress on relationships. The easier access of CHPS allowed for bonds to form between husbands and wives:

“since the compound is close men often accompany women whereas before, just women would go” (F, FG, Kpazie).

Women talked fondly of this as it allows their husbands to be more involved in the process of pregnancy.

CHPS has seemingly influenced gender relations resulting in increased confidence in public sharing of opinions, although some women are still afraid of making their point due to fear in the public arena. Some men, although few, acknowledged the need to change these norms. Stronger marital relationships are also reported due to less stress in the home and on relationships.

4.6.2 Human Capital

Several themes emerged relating to the influence of CHPS on the development of community level human capital. CHPS equips residents with skills and knowledge and serves as an institution where people may become more skilled.

Participants talked a lot about their heightened health-related knowledge since CHPS has been implemented. Health education is an explicit goal of CHPS, so it makes sense that participants identified the spread of health information from the CHN as one of the primary benefits of CHPS. Community members are regularly educated on current or emerging health topics and are encouraged to practice preventative healthy living habits.
“There’s now a free flow of information from the health director down to the community level. The CHO keeps us educated” (F, IDI, Gbanko)

Participants appreciate the ability to be informed about current health issues affecting their communities as well as issues affecting the global community.

“Because the CHPS compound is very close to us, they provide health information on emerging diseases, and on health issues globally…it also gets to us at the community level” (F, FG, Naro).

Dispelling myths was an important aspect of health education according to many community members. Some myths that contribute to social discrimination and isolation have been dispelled, mostly surrounding common causes of sickness. Practices such as female genital mutilation are also discouraged and communities have been educated on the dangers and health risks associated. Discouraging and eliminating these practices that are rooted in traditional culture is a positive outcome of CHPS according to all participants. Communities discussed how health education and attending ANC services have enlightened them on safer birthing practices and the importance of delivering in a health facility. One area relating to human capital that drew more discussion was Traditional Birth Attendants. Some participants talked about the dangers of using traditional birth attendants, however, they do not advocate for the banning of TBAs (see Rishworth et al., 2016) given the inherent challenges with maternal and child health in these contexts. Community members noted the importance of collaborative relationships with TBAs:

“there is a collaborative relationship between CHO and some TBAs as well as CHVs. They are able to go around and identify people who are pregnant and refer people to the CHPS compound for antenatal care. It is a collaborative relationship” (F, FG, Kpazie).
It was not clear if these collaborative relationships exist in most communities; it seems as though TBAs are not involved to a large degree with ANC meetings or services, or birthing processes. Nonetheless, community members, specifically women, are reportedly more knowledgeable about best practices for delivering babies and feel confident in sharing their knowledge with other women.

“I feel more confident to even provide health information to other community members as well” (F, IDI, Dabo).

“in the mother to mother support group we discuss pregnancy and other maternal health issues. We share with each other”

Some health education efforts reportedly influence other opportunities to gain further education and skills. For example, targeting teen pregnancy:

“The CHPS compound and regular talks that are being organized to sensitize young girls on the dangers of teen pregnancy, a lot of them are now able to take precautionary measures against teen pregnancy so they are able to stay in school and go up higher” (F, FG, Gbanko).

In addition to information flowing from the district director of health services, to the CHNs, to the community, participants also reported free flow of information within the community and between communities.

“with the existence of CHPS here, we get to know whatever is happening in the community…and there is flow of information between communities” (M, IDI, Talawonaa).

Another way CHPS seemingly contributes to the community through human capital is that it provides opportunity for community members to become skilled. Most notably, CHVs are able to develop skills through training programs:

“One of the benefits is that most people in the community aren’t educated, but when you are a volunteer (CHV), you go to the district capital for
training and sensitization for certain issues that we can be telling people
even if the nurse isn’t around…so CHPS has helped to train community
members. It helps that we can teach others in the community” (M, IDI,
Varimpere).

“they have been giving us training especially for CHVs to be able to talk to
community members to be able to keep their surroundings clean, and
other things” (M, FG, Dabo).

CHVs’ are provided with training where they are educated on health information and
learn how to effectively teach others in their communities. In volunteering, they are
afforded the knowledge and skills to be educators. Invaluable leadership skills are also
developed in the process of becoming and being a CHV. These volunteers are
respected and valued, and their leadership skills make them good at uniting their
communities for meetings or to address concerns. I observed the leadership skills of
CHVs upon first visiting communities in order to arrange interviews and focus groups;
CHVs were usually the ones who assisted in recruiting participants and organized the
meeting location, setting up benches and the like.

While CHVs are recognized and respected, they don’t receive payment for the work
they do; this can lead to burnout:

“…once someone does voluntary work, sometimes it is expected that you
be compensated in some form to keep them motivated…because while
others are working on their farm you are doing other work for free” (M, FG,
Varimpere).

CHOs and CHNs are often attending workshops to become more skilled and keep their
knowledge up to date. This is good for the nurses and communities in the long run,
however, since there is usually only one nurse stationed at the CHPS compound, when
they are out of town at workshops, there is no health care professional to tend to the
community members. This was noted many times in focus groups and in-depth interviews.

4.6.3 Economic Capital: Indirect financial savings due to CHPS

The presence and operation of CHPS has seemingly contributed to economic capital in the communities I visited. Two main themes emerged: falling sick less often as a result of CHPS allows for financial savings and increased productivity, and the close proximity of the CHPS compound to communities lessens the financial barrier of accessing health services when people do fall sick.

Residents stated that they are able to access health services more easily since the implementation of CHPS and due to the preventative focus of CHPS, residents reportedly experience better health.

“we don’t spend as much on health services. We are able to stay healthier and keep our resources.” (F, FG, Kpazie).

“If we aren’t falling sick, it means we are able to do more especially work on our farms” (F, FG, Gbanko).

Less sickness and better health increases community members’ capacity for work and thus increases productivity and economic gains.

The close proximity of CHPS compounds to communities has removed some financial barriers to accessing health services:

“the CHPS compound has really helped us because before we had to travel to Jirappa. If you don’t have the money to go that means you can’t have health services” (M, FG, Kpazie).

Participants stated the ability to walk to the compound in a short amount of time has saved them money:
“we are farmers which means we don’t have high income levels, which means when our children or wives are sick, we don’t have to look for money to travel to the hospital. We can walk to the CHPS compound…it is more affordable access” (M, FG, Varimpere).

In addition to saving money by walking rather than paying for travel to the distant hospital, time is saved. Time is a valuable resource in farming communities where time saved means community members can continue to work on their farms, their source of income and livelihood.

“we are able to access the services and get back to doing our farming and household duties” (M, FG, Talawonaa).

“we are easily able to take relatives to the compound and come back home and still have time to work and farm. Before we would spend our whole working day going to the facilities” (M, FG, Dabo).

Family planning emerged as a theme related to economic capital as well, where participants reported they are better able to manage their resources when they can plan and space pregnancies. Participants discussed how access to family planning services improves the health of mothers and their babies and improves their ability to efficiently allocate limited resources.

“With CHPS in the community we have been taught family planning methods. Our babies are healthier than when we would give birth to many children in a short time. Now we can space our children. I am better able to support my children with the limited resources” (F, IDI, Naro).

The spirit of communal labour that has been mentioned previously also benefits community members financially. Both men and women reported helping others in times of need:

“people in the mother to mother support group sometimes help one another in terms of family activities, and sometimes we go to help each other farm, so economically this is helping us” (M, FG, Gbanko).
4.7 Challenges Related to CHPS and Service Delivery

Despite progress that has been made since the implementation of CHPS and the benefits communities report, there are still substantial challenges. Many participants at the community level said if they were to talk about all the challenges we would “be there all day and night”. This thesis will highlight the challenges that were discussed most frequently, starting with electricity followed by human resources, followed by roads and transport.

4.7.1 Irregular Electricity and related challenges

The most discussed problem was the lack of, or irregular nature of electricity experienced in some communities. Issues with electricity pose a barrier to nurse retention. Since the nurses are expected to stay in the communities in which they work, they are provided with a bed and security is arranged within the community to guard the compound in the night. However, the lack of reliable electricity dissuades nurses from staying at the compounds, for example, they prefer to go back to homes where they can charge their mobile phones which are necessary for work-related communication as well as talking to friends or family. When nurses aren’t at the compound during the evenings or night, it takes away from the benefits of CHPS as the first point of contact for health care or referrals. Participants noted that if the nurse doesn’t stay at the compound, she usually leaves in the early evening in order to travel back to wherever it is she stays. This conflicts with the working schedules of farmers:

“Because there’s no lights the nurses don’t want to stay. She comes and leaves, comes and leaves” (F, FG, Varimpere).
This is problematic according to the community members since they are usually farming during the day and are able to attend meetings in the evening, however nurse would be leaving to go home at the same time they are returning from the farm.

“by the time we come back from work if we want to go to the compound, the nurse is already gone” (F, FG, Naro).

The DDHS acknowledges the challenges associated with keeping the nurses on the compounds, and says they are working to increase motivation to stay.

Another problem associated with unreliable electricity is the inability to refrigerate vaccinations and drugs at the compound. Participants noted that they receive education on the benefits of vaccinations and are supposed to be able to access them at the compound, but if the electricity is out the vaccines that require refrigeration cannot be kept at the compound, thus creating a barrier to access.

4.7.2 Nurse Burnout

There are similar challenges with human resources; in each community included in this study, there was only one nurse stationed at the CHPS compound. There are several problems associated with this. First, keeping nurses motivated and preventing burn out is a challenge when the nurse is to serve multiple communities on her own. The CHNs and CHO's are responsible for engaging the community in various meetings, providing various organized health services such as ANC, and providing medical care to those who come to the compound on a drop-in basis. Balancing all these responsibilities can be a challenge, particularly if there are multiple drop-ins in a short time. Often times when community members arrive at the compound to seek care, the nurse is preoccupied with other responsibilities.
Nurses are also called to the district capital to complete training in order to stay up to date on information and best practices. Since there is usually only one nurse, this means that when they are away at training, the compound has no nurse for the duration of training (usually a few days). While training is important for nurses and the communities they serve, having no nurse at the CHPS compound for a period of days takes away from the purpose of CHPS. Given the importance of CHO and CHN to the CHPS initiative, it is important to prevent worker burnout and to discuss strategies for increasing the number of nurses assigned to a CHPS compound. Empowerment for community nurses by increasing confidence and autonomy during existing training sessions may be part of the solution to burnout, and is suggested to improve performance and enable the nurses to reach their full potential as agents of social change (Kane et al., 2016). The challenges related to nurse burnout are in line with existing literature that suggest professional isolation and perceived lack of access to amenities are detrimental to worker retention in rural areas (Richards, Farmer, & Selvaraj, 2005).

4.7.3 Roads and Transport

Absence of reliable means of transport was a theme in discussions with both community residents and key informants. CHOs and CHNs discussed transport as one of the main challenges in performing their work. In fact, focus group discussions and interviews were postponed in one community because the CHN was unable to travel back to the community from the district capital due to a broken motorcycle which took weeks to repair. The DDHS for Wa West identified transportation as one of the biggest challenge faced in service delivery:
“because the infrastructure is one time, its built, fine- that’s the CHPS compound. But the transport…you have to maintain and fuel the motorbike. Transport services for CHPS is lacking” (F, KI, Wa West).

For community residents, the lack of transport, particularly in times of emergency, has led to the creation of CETS.

### 4.8 Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services

There was little existing literature about CETS prior to my arrival in the field. Given the importance of this concept, the aim was to interrogate participants about its origin and questions focused on the logistics and why some communities have been able to initiate and sustain the service, while others have not.

#### 4.8.1 Origin of CETS

Due to the inadequate national ambulance service as highlighted in the literature review, in emergency situations residents reported that they revert to paying somebody with a vehicle—either with money, livestock, or produce from their farms—to transport them to the hospital where they can access health services. It is not uncommon for the drivers to take advantage of people in a desperate state and demand these types of payment. This is consistent with existing literature (Atuoye, Dixon, Rishworth, Galaa, Boamah & Luginaah, 2015).

Given the level of poverty in the communities, this is not a viable solution. Dabo, a community in the Wa West district, pioneered a more sustainable solution, which is now known as CETS, in 2008. Meetings were taking place in the community with the CHO and JICA/CHPS affiliates as part of CHAP, where the aim was to facilitate discussions
on things the community wanted to improve and to identify activities they would like to see in place. The idea of CETS was informally brought up in these discussions. Participants from Dabo explained that people in their community came up with the idea together because they could not continue on with the current modes of emergency transport. According to community residents, people were giving up their possessions to access emergency health services or simply dying, and they knew they could not rely on the government to provide relief. Community actions, such as starting CETS, are known to emerge from patterns of government failure (Wolch, 1990). Through collaboration with the CHO and others, the community was able to start their emergency transport service.

“Some people came together to organize sensitization on CETS and myself as well as two others were present at the first meeting. We were told how it works and that if we are interested we should let them know...I met with elders in the community and told them about this idea and they bought into it.” (M, KI, Dabo).

The “people” referred to above were community development workers with JICA and/or CHPS as part of the CHAP initiative. Together the community and workers established the logistics of CETS and implemented the program. Once Dabo had CETS running, the CHO, CHPS and/or JICA affiliates along with the community made an effort to spread the word to other communities nearby. Representatives from surrounding communities were informed about CETS and were encouraged to share the information with their communities. They were also invited to come for training and information sessions in Dabo to see how CETS was executed there. Over time, the concept was adopted in some other communities as they began to see the benefits Dabo was experiencing.
“communities around would see what we were doing, talking to people in the hospital, and wonder ‘how is it that these people are able to do this?’; so they also tried to do the same thing.” (F, FG, Dabo).

CETS has since been adopted as a CHPS-endorsed initiative. At regular training, CHO's and CHNs are now encouraged to share the idea with the communities they serve and to encourage initiation or sustainment of the program. All communities that I visited had heard of CETS. Some claimed to have only learned of the program recently while others have known about it for longer.

4.8.2 How does CETS work?

As the literature review states, CETS involves a common fund that community members pay into. The money in the fund is used to transport patients in times of emergency upon referral to the hospital. A driver with a vehicle is pre-arranged as part of the service, and is paid a pre-determined amount using the money in the fund. Community members who have used the fund are to pay back what they “borrowed” later. There is a CETS committee in communities where the program is in operation, consisting of various roles such as treasurer and secretary. Specifics regarding contributions to the fund, driver compensation and committee make-up vary based on community since the program is community-owned.

Depending on what each community collectively decides, contributions into the CETS fund may be made by individuals, families, or defined sections. There does not seem to be one superior contribution structure; contributions differ in the communities in this study with successfully operating CETS. According to key informant interviews with DDHS, CHNs and CHPS officials, this is also true in other communities with successfully operating CETS not included in this study.
4.8.3 Trust and Money

Driver compensation is negotiated between the driver and the community or the CETS committee. Since the payment amount is pre-arranged and agreed upon, patients do not have to spend time negotiating at the time the transport is needed. There is no pressure on the patient to be able to present the money at the time either, since the driver(s) knows they will be paid out of the fund promptly.

“because they (drivers) have all agreed on what charges to take, they take you to the hospital even if the money is not ready by then. They know that if they take the person, when they get back they will get that money” (F, FG, Dabo).

In some communities the members were elected, while in others they are appointed. Electing members seems to be more successful as there is a higher level of trust reported, though appointing members based on trust has also been successful. Trust is especially important for the success of CETS according to participants. People want to be confident that any money they contribute to the fund is in fact being used for CETS.

The following section will discuss the facilitating factors and barriers to starting and sustaining CETS in the communities where CETS is functioning successfully, where CETS failed, and where CETS had not yet been initiated.

4.8.4 Functioning CETS

Dabo in Wa West, and Gbanko in Nadowli have successfully functioning CETS. The program was first implemented in Dabo as mentioned above. Participants in this community credit most of the success of CETS to the CHO, the leader, at the time it was started, and it was important to them to acknowledge her leadership.
"I want to particularly thank the leader for bringing such a wonderful thing, even though we had the idea, it was her that actually lead us." (F, IDI, Dabo).

“We had the idea originally but it was fine-tuned by some external people. We used to work with the CHO regularly to discuss how the system works even though we were having the idea to help ourselves because of the problem." (M, FG, Dabo).

Participants said that their community works well together, so once the strong foundation was laid with the assistance of the CHO, they were able to sustain the program after she eventually left the community. Community members had already experienced the benefits of CETS, so they were very keen to continue the operation. In Dabo, a level of trust has reportedly been established where making monetary contributions is not a cause for worry. The process is transparent in that contributions and fund balances are recorded at each meeting. Moreover, if there is a large amount of money it is taken to a bank account, rather than kept in somebody's home.

“when the money becomes much and it is difficult for the money keeper to keep it because of security reasons, we have a bank account we take it to for safe keeping” (FG, F, Dabo).

There is a general consensus that women are trusted more than men among communities, so the treasurer is usually a woman. There is less concern that she may take some of the money and use it for herself as compared to a man. This has afforded women a new skill, since before CETS many women were not familiar with banking. In cases where the women in charge of the money weren't familiar with banking, the CHO or CHN assisted them. This skill building is noteworthy as it develops human capital.

Similarly, participants in Gbanko said the community's ability to cooperate and commit to the cause has allowed for the successful implementation and operation of CETS. A focus on the long term benefits of the service helps keeps residents committed.
Having an “outsider” assisting in the initiation was also reported to be beneficial in communities that had successfully started CETS. An outsider was described as somebody who was not a community member; somebody such as the nurse or a community development worker from an NGO. This is not because they feel the need to be instructed, but because it can be difficult to gather support from enough community members when you are a community member yourself.

When asked what challenges were faced in the adoption phase as well as in sustaining the program, both communities discussed poverty and difficulty in making regular contributions. It was particularly challenging to get a sufficient number of people on board in Dabo in the beginning since people were being asked to take money from their limited resources and invest in a program that had no evidence of succeeding since it was brand new at the time. Maintaining vehicles is an on-going challenge since repairs are required regularly due to the distances travelled in poor road conditions and the age of the vehicles. It is also ideal to have more than one driver in case the designated one is away from the community at the time the service is needed. It is often a challenge to find more than one reliable vehicle to include in the program.

“Sometimes the driver has gone to a different town or village so we have to wait. So we are thinking if we can get our own vehicle that would be better”(M, FG, Dabo).

4.8.5 Failed CETS

Varimpere and Naro had CETS previously operating but failed to sustain the programs. These communities discussed factors that facilitated the start up of CETS originally and reasons why they were not able to sustain the service. Both Varimpere
and Naro expressed intent to restart the service, but no significant strides had been made to do so at the time of interviews and focus group discussions.

Participants in Varimpere identified the nurse as a key facilitator in the start up as she was able to communicate the idea of CETS and gain the community’s support for the service.

“Since she is educated, she can say something and throw more light on the issue and then people will understand her better than someone else” (F, FG, Varimpere).

This sense of trust in CHNs was discussed as a facilitator to starting CETS frequently among Varimpere community members. Participants said the CHN was successful at engaging the community in meetings and a lot of people were eager to join. She was also important in keeping the service running:

“the nurse was the secretary and the treasurer. For us, even if we call for a meeting sometimes we have to wait hours upon hours for people to come, but the nurse did very well to mobilize us initially and get people to come together to meet” (M, FG, Varimpere).

However, sustaining the enthusiasm was a challenge:

“Everybody is always eager to join something that is new. But as time goes on, people have a lukewarm attitude. Sometimes you call for a meeting and no one comes” (F, FG, Varimpere).

The participants of Varimpere attributed the programs’ failure mostly to the CHN leaving their CHPS zone:

“The nurse was important in settling trust issues, and she’s not here now so we’re having some problems bringing everyone together” (M, FG, Varimpere).

A new CHN had been stationed in the community at the time of interview and was just settling in. In this community there was an apparent reliance on the CHN with regards to
community relations. Participants reported that they had been less able to self-organize and cooperate without the presence of the nurse. This speaks to the challenge with sustainability of CETS even if it restarts.

The people of Naro also spoke about the absence of their CHN, saying she is away often for training or other reasons. They emphasized the importance of a good relationship with the CHN, and said her absence sometimes strains the relationship. All interviews and discussions highlighted the importance of the nurse’s role in their ability or inability to start or sustain CETS, so it is understandable that a strained relationship may act as a barrier. This speaks to the importance of the nurses’ ability to mobilize the communities they serve, something that is an expected deliverable by CHPS officials.

Additionally, lack of trust and the idea that funds would be misused was reported to be a significant threat to the initiation and sustainment of CETS in Naro.

“People believed that when they contribute people would misuse the money…mismanagement and the issue of trusting who can actually keep the money” (F, FG, Naro).

Reportedly, few people were contributing when the program was started, and the number decreased over time. Community members still have this concern which has been a challenge in re-starting the program, something the community members told me they intend to do. Another reason for the failure of CETS in Naro is that some members don’t see the need for the program.

One male shared that for himself personally, CETS was a good thing because he saw the need for the service and contributed money he used to spend on alcohol to the fund instead. It helped him to see the need to drink less and contribute to a fund that would
help himself and his family, since he had been in a position where a family member would have benefited from the service in the past.

People in Varimpere and Naro expressed a desire to start CETS again. Women in Varimpere had already taken steps to do so, however, they reported that lack of cooperation and support from men has prevented the successful reinstatement of the service:

“We the women alone cannot sustain this thing, and if CETS is going to work, we need the help of the men and men need to be on board. But then one of the issues is that women don’t feel like talking or bringing their ideas on board because the men. Sometimes there are issues where you have a meeting and a woman will come out and give her opinion and you will get back to your house and your husband will beat you” (F, IDI, Varimpere).

In the communities where CETS has failed there seems to be more conflict among residents, particularly between men and women.

4.8.6 No CETS

Talwonaa and Kpazie had never had CETS in place. Participants in both communities were aware of the concept and recognized a need to initiate the service. Reasons most cited for having no CETS in place were a lack of awareness of the concept previously, poverty and disagreements about contributions to the fund.

Community members of Kpazie said they were introduced to the concept just this year and this is the main reason for not yet having CETS in place. They have attended meetings about starting their own service and communicated the need for the community to work together in order to be successful:
“community has to work together because if the community doesn’t work together I don’t think this noble idea will see the light of day. When we have disagreements or we have no unity among us there is no way we can achieve this CETS” (F, IDI, Kpazie).

Participants repeatedly noted the inability to afford contributions as a barrier to starting the service, however it was also recognized that communities that have been successful in running CETS also experience poverty, and that other factors are more important:

“Money alone cannot solve the issue, but regular meetings to share knowledge and experience will help us get to it, especially getting to meet with people who have it running” (F, FG, Kpazie).

Community members in Talawona have been attempting to start CETS but have faced various challenges. Apparently, meetings had been arranged to begin making contributions, however when the time came nobody showed up or took interest. When a meeting finally took place, disagreements about contributions arose and have since prevented the initiation of CETS.

In communities where CETS was not operating, contributions were a point of contention. For example, conflict between men and women in Talawona regarding contribution amounts have proven to be the greatest challenge in getting CETS running, with males calling for equal contributions for men and women, and women calling for the men to pay more:

“there was a disagreement between us (women) and the men because the men wanted us to pay 1 cedi but we were insisting that we are overburdened and marginalized and don’t have access to most of the resources in the community so we were wanting to pay 50 pesewas instead, and the men disagree.” (F, FG, Talawona)

Collectively, the women felt that because they buy a lot of household items and men don’t, they should contribute less money to the fund. The men felt that equal contributions were necessary for fairness sake and since there are more women in the
community than men. Some participants in other communities without operating CETS said some people just don’t want to contribute the money. The nurse in this community informed that this has been an ongoing point of contention with little willingness to compromise thus far. Women have said they may go forward and start their own CETS fund for only women to use, but no plans have been put into action.

Trust issues surrounding contributions was also discussed as a barrier to starting the fund:

“some are not trusting those who will be sending money to the bank because after the money has been taken, they could go behind us and take the money for their own personal uses” (M, FG, Talawona).

All in all, tension and conflict exist in the community on various issues and this has impeded their ability to initiate CETS.

**Figure 6: Summary of CETS Profiles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Functioning CETS (Dabo &amp; Gbanko)</th>
<th>Failed CETS (Naro &amp; Varimpere)</th>
<th>No CETS (Kpazie &amp; Talawona)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution Structure</strong></td>
<td>-50 pesewas/person/month</td>
<td>-amount not disclosed</td>
<td>-no amount decided on yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-By household, depending on # and mix of residents (approx. 15 cedis every 2 months)</td>
<td>-by section, 50 pesewas/week</td>
<td>-men call for 1 cedi/person for men and women, women call for 50 pesewas for women and 1 cedi for men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee</strong></td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Appointed in Naro, Elected in Varimpere</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Facilitators to initiation and/or sustainment</strong></td>
<td>-Leadership</td>
<td>Leader and mobilizer (CHN)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Collaboration and cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Unity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Trust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on these results, it can be suggested that community mobilization is an important factor in the successful initiation and sustainment of CETS. Communities that are able to collaborate and cooperate seem to have more success, while communities that report conflict have experienced difficulties. Moreover, communities that seem to rely on their CHN more for solving community conflict are the ones that have not been successful in sustaining the service. While community mobilization was a component of the implementation of CHPS, it was approached differently in different communities. Some communities may have been subjected to more in-depth and effective mobilization efforts; for example, Dabo was a pilot for community mobilization efforts. This may relate to a community’s ability or inability to start and run CETS.

4.9 Chapter Summary

To summarize, participants in all communities communicated an increased access to health services since the implementation of CHPS. There were many benefits of CHPS discussed, with many being expected given the purpose of CHPS. Benefits reportedly go beyond direct health benefits such as improved health outcomes, to also include apparent increases in social capital by way of social networks, and increases in human capital with opportunities for knowledge exchange and skills development. Economic benefits associated with saving time and money while increasing productivity were also reported. Gender relations was a repeated topic of discussion particularly among women, with some reports of improved relationships between men and women and others expressing a lack of change in traditional norms. The chapter then reviewed CETS, starting with an explanation of the origin of the service in Dabo. The logistics of each CETS program differs given they are community owned and operated, and this
has no known significant impact on whether they are successful or not. Dabo and Gbanko have CETS successfully running and appear to work well as community units, while Varimpere and Naro expressed a need for cooperation and leadership in order to reinstate their programs. Lack of awareness of CETS until recently was identified as the reason for no CETS operating in Kpazie, while disagreements and conflicts were the main barrier in Talawonaa.
Chapter 5

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes the major findings of this thesis, its contributions relating to the study of health system influence on communities and the never-before studied CETS, then ends with areas for future research relevant to the topics. Studies about health in Ghana and the UWR have tended to focus on how health can be improved by increasing physical access to health care. However, recent studies in the region have shown a multitude of factors that influence health beyond health service provision or lack thereof. Social fabric has been degrading as poverty and environmental conditions along with government failure to effectively address problems has lead to alcohol consumption as a coping mechanism, migration, etc, all contributing to poor health. These issues and challenges resulted in the need to examine the potential role of CHPS in community health and sustainability as a way of providing new knowledge regarding untapped community potential.

5.2 Summary of Findings

5.2.1 CHPS

Mixed qualitative methods were used to explore community members’ understanding of and experience with CHPS and how the initiative operates, and the contribution to the community health and sustainability. Earlier reports noted confusion surrounding the primarily preventative intention of CHPS, with the health facilities being implemented or understood to be more curative than was intended. As a matter of fact, findings suggest that some community members do view the CHPS initiative as a
curative service, although the preventative nature was certainly understood as well. Many benefits of CHPS directly related to health were reported by participants. Becoming sick less frequently, seeking care, more timely cure for acute conditions, and improved access to health services in general were the most frequently cited benefits. Participants also discussed other ways CHPS have impacted their lives personally as well as the community at large, with strengthening of social capital being the most reported. The strengthening of social networks was reported in all focus group discussions, and this is largely due to the physical location of the CHPS compound serving as a community hub where residents interact regularly. The development of community ties not only within but also between communities was also credited to CHPS due to the initiatives whereby residents of the multiple communities served by each compound are required to work together to solve issues related to CHPS. These ties have developed beyond the initial purpose of management of the CHPS compound to meetings regarding other emerging issues relevant to adjacent communities. Reports of increased human capital were associated with health education and skill development opportunities for health volunteers. Residents are educated on a range of relevant health topics by CHNs and CHVs. CHVs are provided with training where they gain the knowledge and skills to be successful educators and leaders in their communities. Community residents including the CHVs benefit from this as education develops human capital. Increased productivity due to better health and less time spent accessing health services is also influencing human capital as residents are more capable to participate in the workforce. Also related to these benefits is the increase in economic capital associated with CHPS. Given the decreased need to spend time or
money accessing health services, residents experience direct savings since they don't need to pay for transportation to the distant hospitals, and productivity increases as well with people being able to spend more time farming. Being sick less often also decreases the need for spending on health care costs. Direct benefits also include improved access to health services, access to family planning services specifically, and health education. The more accessible health services and health education efforts are associated with more timely treatment for acute illnesses and people becoming ill less often. The overall perception for participants was that the presence of CHPS has improved health outcomes. The indirect benefits include development of social, human and economic capitals, with themes relating to social capital being the most prominent.

5.2.2 Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services

Mixed qualitative methods were also used in order to uncover information pertaining to CETS and community sustainability. The background to the CETS concept is related to the dysfunctional government ambulance system for transporting health emergency patients to hospitals. This development is in line with Jennifer Wolch’s notion of a shadow state (1989, 1990) whereby government failure is leading to the emergence of CETS, facilitated by the presence of CHPS. The main goal was to gain an understanding of CETS programs in terms of how they operate, and what causes some communities to be successful in initiating and sustaining them, and others not. Participants in all communities were aware of CETS either via word of mouth or were informed by their CHO or CHN. Dabo (Wa West) and Gbanko (Nadowli) had successfully running programs, Talawonaa (Nadowli) and Kpazie (Wa West) had never
had CETS functioning, and Varimpere and Naro had started a CETS program that later collapsed.

In the communities where CETS was running or had previously run, specific logistical details varied. As long as there was community consensus, there did not appear to be any superior plan for program logistics such as monetary contribution structures or method of committee selection. Problems arose when there were disagreements in decision making for these types of things; for instance, difference of opinion on contributions between men and women have proved to be the greatest barrier to initiating CETS in Talawonaa. Yet, given the inherent gender dynamics in this context where women are frequently left out of household and financial decision making, one would have expected a consideration where women are asked to pay a little bit less than men. On the other hand, one may argue that in a strive for gender equality, such a consideration should not be made. Results also show that effective leadership is crucial in successfully starting the program; the CHN is usually a good fit given her trusted role in communities. In order to sustain CETS, community cooperation or cohesion is essential.

5.3 Theoretical Contributions

5.3.1 General Contributions of this research

This thesis was primarily guided by the Capitals Framework and its utility in understanding the contributions of health services to community sustainability in rural areas in a developed context (Farmer et al., 2012). To our knowledge, this framework had not been applied to a developing context prior to this study. In this way, this thesis makes a novel theoretical contribution to knowledge surrounding community health in
Ghana. Importantly, this thesis reveals how the presence of a health facility in rural, resource poor communities can trigger community action and improve social capital. Further, in examining CETS, this thesis illuminates the community-lead response to government inaction around the National Ambulance Service. We do not know of any existing study that examines CETS, so in developing a theoretical understanding of CETS, this thesis makes a new contribution to the area of cohesive communities and their will to take action where the government has not.

5.3.2 Primary Care and its influence on health in the UWR

Our findings are consistent with other empirical evidence that suggests association between strong national primary care systems and improved health indicators (Aikins et al., 2013; Lee, Kiyu, Milman & Jimenez, 2007; Macinko, Starfield & Shi, 2003; Starfield & Shi, 2002; Starfield, 1994). In the present case study, even in communities where CETS had failed, attempts were made and they do not seem to have given up on the idea of CETS. Consequently, a well-developed primary health care system can reduce causes of mortalities, lead to better health status, uptake of preventive services, and reduce hospitalization. Primary care usually addresses the most common problems in the community and integrates care where there is more than one health problem, dealing with the context in which illness exists. Health resources are directed at promoting, maintaining, and improving health (Shi, Macinko, Starfield, et al., 2005). Improved health outcomes have been experienced as a result of strengthened primary care in the communities involved in this thesis when compared to the pre-CHPS era. The introduction of more developed primary care in communities has integrated care for common local health problems and placed greater focus on health
promotion. However, some problems have gone unaddressed despite their relevance to health and well-being, a prime example being the absence of adequate emergency vehicles and the lack of political will to address road conditions in the region. While the existence of primary care has made improvements in health, further strengthening the health system is required. Given the multitude of factors contributing to poor health in the UWR, interventions need to act at and across different layers and different levels to make further improvements to community and population health. The presence of primary care facilities in a community alone seems to influence community-lead responses to primary care issues, and contributes to sustainability.

5.3.3 Family Planning and the Demographic Dividend

Family planning was not a targeted topic going into data collection, however the theme emerged time and time again while conducting interviews and focus groups. Provision of family planning services is a benefit of CHPS as reported by women and forms part of community health and sustainability in the study communities.

High fertility is associated with poverty and poor health. Therefore, in the context of poverty, family planning is necessary in ensuring the well-being and autonomy of women while also contributing to the health and development of communities (Gribble & Graff, 2010; Joshi & Schultz, 2007); it is recognized as a component of poverty alleviation and sustainable development globally as well. Family planning has the ability to change population dynamics, such that growth rates decline and age structure changes, with a decrease in the number of dependents. When these changes are observed there is opportunity for economic growth at individual and national levels; this
is known as the demographic dividend (Bloom, Canning, Fink & Finlay, 2009; Bloom, Canning & Sevilla, 2003).

**Demographic Dividend**

Most countries in sub-Saharan Africa, including Ghana and the UWR specifically, have youthful age structures meaning they have a high dependency ratio, with adults having to support a large number of children and young people due to a decline in mortality rates but steadily high fertility rates. This means the number of youth reaching school age and young adults able to work increases every year, so the number of available new jobs should also increase at a high rate to match the growth. The economic resources for education, health care and other social services must also keep pace to provide the same level of services to citizens. Unfortunately, these services and employment opportunities are not readily available in the Ghanaian context currently. Not only are poor families put under financial stress in this situation, but the economy of the entire country is as well.

Given the current age structure, the window of opportunity for the demographic dividend has not yet opened in the UWR or Ghana as a whole. Providing accessible family planning services is an important factor in working towards the window of opportunity by eventually reversing the trajectory of dependency ratios. When parents are able to have fewer children as a result of family planning methods, there are many benefits. In many cases, women are likely to stay out of the workforce in order to care for their growing families (United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2013). With fewer children, they are more likely to enter the workforce leading to more economically stable households, higher likelihood of children entering the education system and
subsequently the workforce. Results from this thesis show that some women are already reporting similar benefits after having access to family planning, or recognize the potential to experience these benefits if access to family planning is improved. When the window of opportunity is open, there are more income-generating adults relative to the number of children and young people who depend on them for support; these demographic changes have several economic implications. With a larger labour force, the economy can potentially become more productive. Governments can invest more in human capital, and the incomes and standards of living are more likely to improve for health and educated workers. The economy can benefit from improved productivity and growing capacity to build diversified and knowledge-based industries (Bloom, Canning, Fink & Finlay, 2009; Bloom, Canning & Sevilla, 2003; United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2013). Thus, the benefits of providing accessible family planning services extend years into the future. With family planning being a component of CHPS, the UWR and Ghana as a whole has begun working towards a healthier future. Given the challenges in accessing family planning services discussed in the results chapter, there is still a lot of work to be done in order to continue progress towards reaching the time at which the demographic dividend can be achieved.

**Working Toward the Demographic Dividend: Policy Determinants**

In order to open the window of opportunity for the dividend, leaders should focus on the policies that improve women’s well-being and in turn promote demographic changes. CHPS has made strides in this regard, as evidenced by the reported increase in access to and use of family planning services. Discussions about the services in this study are in line with theory, with women reporting first hand that the ability to space
and plan pregnancies allows them to have fewer children and provide more adequate care to them. While the benefits of providing family planning services are already reported in the study communities, the complete shift in demographics where fertility rates have steadily declined and wide-scale benefits are seen can take some decades (often 30 years) to achieve. Family planning remains a sensitive topic among women in Nadowli and Wa West district due to a lack of consistent male support and the risk of experiencing negative consequences. Women are discouraged from using the services when husbands are unsupportive and violent consequences are not uncommon. It is imperative that more efforts are made to educate males and gain their support so more women use family planning. Taking a rights-based approach to slow population growth where all women are able to use the services without fear of consequence means governments can promote a population age structure that will create prospects for investments and savings over time (Bloom, Canning & Sevilla, 2003).

Promoting girls’ education can also contribute to lower fertility rates while also strengthening human and economic capital. Cross-national surveys show that family size decreases as a woman’s level of education rises (WHO, 2015; African Union, 2013; Aspen Global Health and Development, 2011). Education is also associated with reduced teen pregnancies, which in turn enables girls to continue in school. School drop outs due to teen pregnancy have long term implications for the young mothers as well as the communities they are a part of (WHO, 2015). Similarly, as people’s wealth increases and they have fewer children, they are more likely to invest more in the health and the education of each of their children. Moreover, children with fewer siblings tend to stay in school longer than those with more. It has been shown that families in
communities where family planning services are part of health service delivery experience economic gain and higher educational attainment as compared to those without family planning initiatives (Gribble & Graff, 2010). In the UWR, investments in human capital can go a long way in terms of benefiting individuals and the region as a whole.

Overall, family planning reinforces people’s rights to decide on the number and spacing of their children, and enables women in particular to make informed choices about reproductive health and family life (WHO, 2015). Fertility rates do not decline unless people choose to have smaller families and have access to the health services that allow them to achieve this. Family planning and reproductive health services are a critical component of creating the opportunity to achieve the demographic dividend. Women with smaller families are more likely to enter the labour force, contribute to their family’s income, and invest in the health and education of their children. Once the opportunity for the demographic dividend arises, an educated workforce will be necessary to take full advantage of the potential economic benefits (Aspen Global Health and Development, 2011)

5.4 **Capitals attributed to the presence of CHPS**

5.4.1 Health as human capital

In the context of deprivation, human capital may be diminished by few opportunities for economic gain or by being unhealthy since ill people are often unfit to work. In terms of economic growth as it relates to human capital, many studies focus on education as the measure of human capital. In addition to education, health is a kind of
human capital (Taabazuing, Luginaah, Djietror & Otiso, 2012; Bleakley, 2010). Building human capital can lead to health improvement as can be observed in this study, where the presence of CHPS has been associated with strengthening community capacity and leadership in primary care. Emerging from this is the development of human capital to meet health challenges and improve functionality of the community. CHNs are a good example of strengthening leadership in primary care and the associated benefits to community health. CHNs are essential to CHPS, and their importance in the communities they serve goes beyond the provision of health services. They are regarded as community leaders and the relationship between them and residents is cherished in many communities. These nurses are an important resource as a channel for health knowledge and a source of community support. As stated in the results, the nurses often act as a champion for community action, as has been the case with CETS in some communities. This is in line with research from Farmer and Kilpatrick (2009), where rural health professionals are considered to be social entrepreneurs who generate community associations and networking that produces social outcomes. Health and education are also required for developing economic productivity. The importance of human capital in determining the characteristics of economic growth is well documented (Barro, 1991; Barro & Lee, 1996; Benhabib & Speigel, 1994; Mankiw, Romer, & Weil, 1992; Romer, 1990; Sachs & Warner, 1997; Van Zon & Muysken, 2001). Greater health is associated with education in that school absences due to illness are decreased, and being healthy is correlated with success in school. Higher levels of educational attainment are also associated with improved health, where educated people are more able and likely to earn a higher income and have access to
resources to stay healthy. Several studies show a strong link between health human
capital and labour productivity. Schultz and Tansel (1993) demonstrate the connection
between the stock of health human capital and labour productivity in Cote d’Ivoire and
Ghana. In Cote d’Ivoire, evidence shows that men who are likely to lose a day per
month due to health issues earn 19% less than healthier men (Schultz & Tansel, 1993).
This thesis adds to the existing literature, with results indicating an increased capacity
for work due to improved health status. Health is a prerequisite for economic
development in the local community context as well as globally.

A settings approach to promote health, for instance a focus on the community
setting, aims to address the determinants of health and build the capacity of individuals,
families, and communities to develop human and social capitals. The concept of human
and social capitals can be used to explain why certain communities are less able to
achieve better health than other communities with similar demography and why some
communities are prosperous and healthy, while other communities are not (Lee et al.,
2007). Social capital may influence health behaviours by promoting more timely
diffusion of health information, increasing the probability that healthy behavior and
norms are adopted, and discouraging deviant health-related behavior through norms
(Kawachi et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2007). Innovative behaviors diffuse more quickly in
communities that are cohesive where trust is present between members.

5.4.2 Social capital

Memberships in informal groups, associations and networks are often used as a
measure of social capital, and are also means through which solidarity is often
expressed (Narayan & Cassidy, 2001). These types of social interactions are
particularly important in lower or middle income countries where they may be essential in terms of achieving progress on a variety of issues (Sorensen 2000). High voluntary association membership is linked to high social capital. In Ghana, low voluntary association is reported according to the Afrobarometer surveys (2005, 2012), except for religion which most say they are a part of. The surveys reveal a consistent trend in the pattern of voluntary association membership where an average of 70% of respondents affirmed non-membership of 39 trade unions/farmer associations, community development associations, professional/business associations and other voluntary groups. This highlights the importance of findings in this thesis where CHPS is seen to increase informal participation in communities and encourages social relations and volunteerism, in a context where voluntary association membership has been reportedly low. The positive influence of CHPS on communities in this way makes an important contribution to community health and sustainability in the region.

Social capital influences health service usage in that social supports and trust are determinants of health service usage and outcome (LeBan, 2011). Finding that health services can also build social capital highlights the importance of CHPS as a social capital-developing initiative, where benefits will be reaped in the form of usage and outcomes. An effective health system contributes to a well-functioning community, and a well-functioning community underpins and supports an effective health system. In the poverty of the UWR, the implementation and presence of the new and improved health initiative has influenced community sustainability, which in turn strengthens CHPS and the health system in general. For Ghana’s voluntary National Health Insurance Scheme, social capital within communities has been identified as a determinant of willingness to
enrol and pay (Akuoko, 2014). These findings are in line with the theory of how rural health services contribute to sustainability in developed contexts (Australia and Scotland) (Prior, Farmer, Godden, & Taylor, 2010; Farmer, Prior, & Taylor, 2012).

Based on the findings, it seems that the provision of CHPS in the local communities is a win-win situation. This also means that further improvements to CHPS will have significant health care benefits to local communities. A cohesive community holds valuable human and local resources that can benefit the government health system, for instance, when residents are more willing to volunteer for the greater good of the community. This is especially important when there are limited health resources for allocation by the government. A balance needs to be achieved though, where the government health system strives to provide solutions to challenges as well such that community members are not left to cope with systematic challenges on their own. Since mistrust in government is damaging to the capitals, the consequence of leaving communities to solve problems without assistance or support is detrimental to the effectiveness of the health system as well (since the capitals feed back into the system).

Community social capital has been linked to a variety of community health status variables through different mechanisms such as reducing or buffering stress, coaching and urging of healthful practices, providing information to expand one’s knowledge base about health and increasing responsibility for the well-being of others (Folland, 2007, LeBan, 2011). This holds true in the study communities. For instance, bereavement support and helping on one another’s farms in times of need act as stress buffers. Informal sharing of health knowledge and passing along best practices that have worked (particularly among women regarding babies), and the fact that residents want
to share this knowledge with others speaks to the level of social capital present as a result of CHPS.

**Togetherness**

The Core Welfare Indicators survey indicates little tension/disagreement or communal violence in Ghanaian society. This is consistent with Ghana’s historic tradition of peaceful co-existence among diverse groups and is a positive indicator of social capital. Togetherness can also be discussed as solidarity. Community action observes local solidarity in the way the community members act in times of challenge advance themselves and create solutions to community problems (Wilkinson, 1991). Solidarity is necessary in doing so, and the absence of solidarity can damage community cohesion.

**Government and Social Capital**

An indication of the quality of government is the extent to which people perceive that they could influence their representatives in making changes in rules, policies and laws that affect their lives. It is clear that in the study communities, residents do not feel they can rely on the government to provide solutions to problems effecting their lives. This was most evident in reasons for starting CETS, when some participants explicitly stated they needed to take the matter into their own hands as they could not rely on the government. Communication channels between people and their elected representatives are not satisfactory. Social capital can be damaged when trust in others or the government is compromised, for instance, if the government fails to keep promises or neglects communities, or if residents experience high rates of crime among
their areas (Taabazing, Luginaah, Djietror & Otiso, 2012; Bleakley, 2010). Perceptions of corruption are an indicator of the richness of a society’s social capital, and the level of institutional policing (transaction costs) that is required to ensure the success of collective endeavours. Most respondents in a study in Ghana perceived pervasive corruption among public officials in Ghana with perceived corruption worsening between 2005 and 2012. As much as 90%, 94%, 86% and 92% of respondents in 2012 thought there was some level of corruption among judges, the police, local government officials and national government officials respectively. While CHPS is helping to develop social capital, these levels of mistrust in government may be harmful and further degrade social fabric if not addressed. There is a pattern of the government relying on community volunteerism and resources to make improvements rather than taking on the tasks. While community ownership is important, offloading responsibility to communities instead of the government taking action is not beneficial.

5.4.3 Economic Gains

The influence of CHPS on economic capital in the developing context of the UWR is evident in the results where resources can be reserved and spent more efficiently. The discussions surrounding human and social capital touch on economic gains as well, underscoring the inextricable links between the capitals. CHPS directly influences individuals’ economic stock since residents are not required to take a day away from their source of livelihood in order to access health services due to the closer proximity of the compound as compared to before the CHPS era. Time saved in this way allows for more time spent working. Productivity also increases when residents are sick less often due to the preventative services and more timely access to curative
services. Developments made to human capital are also linked to economic gains, given the links between education, health and wealth previously discussed, particularly when considering health as human capital. Development of social capital associated with CHPS also influences economic gains since communities work together for the greater good and assist one another in times of need, for instance on the farm.

**Figure 7: Contribution of CHPS to Community Sustainability through the Capitals**

Figure 7 summarizes the findings related to the contribution of CHPS to community sustainability in the UWR. The interconnected relationship between CHPS, the capitals, and sustainable communities is illustrated, where CHPS is suggested to contribute to
human capital, social capital, and economic capital which underpin sustainable communities, while sustainable communities and the presence of the capitals also support and strengthen the health services.

5.5 Community-initiated Emergency Transport Services: Success or Failure?

Social and organizational diffusion are important in understanding CETS given its community-initiated basis, and that adoption has spread mainly due to diffusion (Mintrom, 1997). Community field theory, as discussed in the literature review, can explain why or why not members in a particular environment mobilize available resources and use social dynamics to undertake developmental projects to advance themselves. Based on results from this thesis, the community in which CETS originated (Dabo) was very able to mobilize resources and participate in community action. Upon examination, explanation of why some communities are more able than others seems to relate to community mobilization efforts put in place by CHPS. One intended goal of the CHPS initiative is to mobilize and empower communities. While not an explicit milestone in the CHPS implementation list, it is included as an important step to be initiated during community entry. Community entry takes place at the zone level where community meetings, or durbars, are held to involve community residents and encourage participation in the program. As noted earlier, there have been inconsistencies in the implementation process of CHPS, with entry and phases differing from community to community. Details regarding implementation efforts reveal that some communities were involved with thorough efforts targeting community mobilization at the time of CHPS implementation while others were not. Other factors such as closeness and
accessibility to a hospital and main road and the condition of the main road are also relevant considerations.

Dabo was the “model” community for the pilot project for CHPS and community mobilization was a specific focus in the community. Workers from CHPS and JICA were stationed in the community for four months to introduce CHPS and to mobilize the community. These efforts may have influenced the community’s action and participation. Residents of Dabo work well together and demonstrate high stocks of social and human capital. Dabo also has a market nearby which allows people to sell goods without having to travel the long distance to Wa Municipal that many other communities do. While this could be thought to reduce the need for emergency transport services and thus the likelihood of initiating CETS, the strong community dynamics and eagerness to advance themselves seems to outweigh this explanation. The results show that the residents credit much of their success with CETS and as a community in general to the initial efforts of CHPS workers and their community mobilization efforts.

On the other hand, the introductory phase of CHPS in Varimpere lasted two months with nobody stationed in the community. The community was introduced to CHPS with a focus more on communal labour and building the compound first, as opposed to a focus on community entry in the sense of mobilization. Not to say that no efforts have since been made to mobilize community members on matters relating to health, but it was not a key focus when CHPS was implemented. This offers explanation for why the community was unable to sustain their CETS program when the CHN, who was the community leader, left. They are less able to self-mobilize and stated the need
for a strong CHN in order to re-start the program. Varimpere is relatively close to Wa and the hospital, so this could also explain the potential lack of need or urgency in re-starting the CETS program, although this was not identified as a reason by community residents.

Gbanko has a Chief who is involved with community development efforts and have initiated programs in the community as well as contributed to CHPS infrastructure. Additionally, there is a district assembly member who is focused on mobilization in the community. The presence of these figures who are highly regarded appears to make an important contribution to the community dynamic. Gbanko is close the main road which is paved, and the CHPS compound is right off the main road. Access to roads in good condition are beneficial to rural communities in the region. The nearest health facility is approximately 7 km away; given the road conditions and distance, the health facility is more accessible than to some other communities. Still, the community demonstrates high level of sustainability with well-functioning CETS. In its favour is that the Gbanko CHPS compound serves two communities in its catchment whereas others serve 6, and the community has the smallest population of the six study communities. A smaller community may be easier to mobilize, and compound resources are not spread as thinly.

Kpazie is situated far away from the road and is particularly geographically disadvantaged, so CETS would seemingly be of great assistance to the community. The most viable explanation for the community not having started CETS is that they reportedly only became aware of the service this year. Results show that the community
have plans in motion to begin meetings to start CETS, and participants recognized the importance of cooperation and commitment in order to do so.

Talawonaa is the furthest away from a health facility, with the nearest one being in Wa some 24km away. This would appear to create a greater need for CETS, yet the community does not have the program in operation. At the time of study, the CHN was not able to be at the CHPS compound due to mechanical problems with the motorbike provided by the government as means of transport for her to travel for work. This, combined with the far distance away from town or other health facilities means the community had not been receiving the same level of community engagement as others. The community also reportedly has a larger new comer population and tend to look up to Wala (the local ethnic group) for direction, meaning they may be less apt to self-mobilize to take action.

Naro is the largest community, which presumably makes it more challenging to mobilize. The nurse was not staying there all the time and there were reported tensions between some residents and the nurse, which could also contribute to the explanation as to why there is no CETS in operation. It has also been reported that when CHPS was implemented in the community, the mobilization efforts were not a key focus, though this has not been verified.

CHPS has the ability to mobilize, but mobilization wasn’t always the key focus during implementation. If there was less focus on community mobilization, there is a slower rise to community sustainability and action. CETS can be viewed as representing a higher level of sustainability. Volunteers are trained to promote community health mobilization; however, this depends on the community. It was difficult to track the extent
of training in each community and how prevalent mobilization efforts are given that volunteers change over the years. CHAP (Community Health Action Plan) is a relatively new component of CHPS that specifically aims to encourage community participation in the health system through mobilization. This could improve community sustainability in all communities, particularly those that missed out on targeted community mobilization during the implementation of CHPS.

**Figure 8: CETS Adoption**

![Figure 8: CETS Adoption](image)

Figure 8 illustrates the process of CETS adoption and sustainment as reported in this thesis. Change agents such as nurses or community leaders first introduce the community to the notion of CETS creating awareness. If the benefits are communicated and are believed to outweigh any costs, then the community decides to adopt CETS.
There were no reports of communities rejecting the idea all together. Implementation follows where communities decide on logistics; this is where some communities stay for some time, particularly if disagreements occur (disagreements on contribution structure in Talawonaa, for instance). Communities tend to sustain the service over time if they are mobilized, demonstrate cohesion and leadership, and effectively communicate. Collapse of CETS is associated with lack of clear leadership and ineffective communication. Change agents and strong leadership are important throughout the process.

5.6 **Recommendations**

Many of the health sector objectives of the HSMTDP for 2014-2017 that are outlined in the GHS Annual Report (2014) would further improve community sustainability based on this study. Bridging equity gaps in geographical access to health services, ensuring sustainable financing for health care delivery, and improving the quality of health service delivery are all objectives (GHS, 2014). In order to satisfy these, the most obvious solutions are to improve road conditions and emergency transport services, and improve human resource allocation. Since referral to specialized or emergency care is an important component of CHPS, it would be useful to have roads and vehicle services conducive to travelling to the next point of contact. Given that one CHPS compound often serves many communities, it is recommended that at least two CHNs be stationed at a compound. Given that health human resource distribution is inequitable with some areas having more nurses than necessary while others do not have enough, a redistribution of nurses would be a feasible solution. This would allow for better service provision, increased ability to effectively mobilize
community members, and would alleviate nurse burnout to some degree. Since perceived access to amenities is important in rural health worker retention, efforts to further improve the nurse’s rural living quarters would be beneficial as well, though the challenges in doing so are understood.

5.7 Limitations

No more than two districts were included due to feasibility. Similarly, the districts included are relatively close to one another geographically for feasibility reasons. With a motorcycle as my means of transport in the region during rainy season, it was not feasible to travel to and from communities in districts that were over two hours away from my place of residence, as I needed to get there in back in the same day.

There are various NGOs operating in the region. JICA has worked directly with CHPS, so their efforts were taken into account in this thesis. Including others was beyond the scope of this thesis, but may have added additional information that may help to understand the study objectives. Moreover, it can not be ruled out that some benefits associated with CHPS may also be associated with NGOs work in communities.

Specific community profiles were difficult to create due to lack of information. Detailed profiles would have been helpful in interpreting results related to CETS and community dynamics, particularly in those communities where disagreements were observed.

5.8 Directions for Future Research

Moving forward, literature related to CHPS and community sustainability in the UWR could benefit from a more long-term research project where outcomes may be
tracked over time in relation to the status of CHPS policy. For instance, since the future of funding for CHPS is not currently certain, it would be interesting to track changes in the CHPS initiative (improvements or cut backs), and how if the benefits of CHPS reported in this study change over time. It would also be interesting to look at how the reported benefits change if the status of CHPS stays as it is now. For instance, will people remain involved in participatory action, or will this slow?

Given the importance of family planning and the barriers to access reported in this study, future research may focus on appropriate ways to target men in order to increase support for and use of family planning methods. Consultations should be held with men and women separately to identify to what extent women would like men to be involved, and how this can be achieved.

Mixed qualitative methods were appropriate for this thesis. However, quantitative methods could be useful for gathering or analyzing statistics for comparing specifics such as income per capita, number of days taken off school or work, number of social ties etc. in accordance with the capitals framework (Farmer et al., 2012).

One of the limitations of this study was that the various NGOs in the study location could not be included. In the future, considering these NGOs to examine what kind of contributions they make to the communities they serve as well as surrounding communities may add to the understanding of community health and sustainability in the region, particularly since there are some mixed views on NGOs in the region where some people believe they are more beneficial than others.

5.9 Conclusion
This chapter revisited the main findings of the study by presenting a summary of findings including direct and indirect benefits of CHPS and reported reasons for success or failure in CETS adoption. The interconnected nature of the determinants of health are highlighted in this thesis. We see that health service provision in a rural developing context seemingly contributes to community health directly through increased access to health care, and also to the functionality of communities through value added contributions. Health services have the ability to influence communities and individuals in many aspects of their lives, all of which contribute to health and well-being. From social life, to education and finances, CHPS influences people and their health. This study adds to the body of literature evidencing the need for inclusion of cross-sectional, interdisciplinary policy initiatives, with road conditions and access to emergency vehicles posing as a significant barrier to improving health in the region, education etc. With social degradation in the UWR negatively impacting health, looking at how health services help to re-develop social fabric makes an important contribution to the study of community health. CHPS is a beneficial health initiative resulting in healthier communities with higher levels of social, human and economic capital, however inconsistencies between communities can be explained by challenges to implementation. Attention should be paid to how the initiative or others are introduced and implemented in future.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Checklist for Key Informant Interviews

Key Informant In-depth Interview Checklist

Key Informant Interview with Government/CHPS officials

- Overall, what is your impression about the CHPS?
- Has the CHPS initiative achieved what it set out to do? How effective has it been?
- What strategies have you/the government/officials used to ensure CHPS are functioning at a similar level in different CHPS zones?
- How are these strategies put into action?
- Would you describe to me any issues you/CHPS staff may have experienced in terms of care delivery. E.g., challenges? benefits? Transportation?
- Please describe changes that have occurred in your area after the implementation of CHPS?
- What changes have you noticed regarding community action/cooperation?
- To your knowledge, are community members satisfied with the CHPS?
- How do you think the policy has impacted community relations?
- Could you describe the government’s role in emergency transport of people from your CHPS area to the major health facilities?
- Could you describe how health emergencies are handled in your CHPS area? Probes: challenges? Community’s role? etc.
- What do you think are the largest obstacles for the community members to successfully initiate and operate emergency transport services/networks?
- Why do you think certain communities are more likely to initiate an emergency transport system while other do not?
- How would you describe the future of the CHPS? In your area? Obstacles? Opportunities?
- Is there anything else you would like to tell us or talk about?

*These questions will not all be asked in informal key informant interviews such as those with CETS committee members*
Appendix B: Checklist for Focus Group Discussions

The Contribution of Community-based Health Planning and Services to Community Sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana

CHECKLIST FOR FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS

Preamble:
Hello my name is Hannah Woods, a MSc student in the Department of Geography at Western University, Canada. This study seeks to assess the contributions of the Community-based Health Planning and Services to community sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>PROBES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceptions of CHPS</td>
<td>How does CHPS work?</td>
<td>-challenges?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why is CHPS important to you personally?</td>
<td>-benefits of CHPS? (direct or indirect?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why is CHPS important to your community?</td>
<td>-what aspects of your life has CHPS impacted (health, social, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the added value of CHPS to your community?</td>
<td>-create a network?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-facilitate community action or cooperation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-sense of community?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 2. Emergency Transport Services

(For the communities with operating emergency transport services):

- How does the emergency transport system operate?
- What is the emergency transport committee responsible for?
- Who is the emergency transport committee made up of?
- What has facilitated the operation of emergency transport system in your community?
- What were barriers to initiating an emergency transport system in your community?
- Why do you think some other communities similar to yours do not have functioning emergency transport systems?
- What is your opinion of the emergency transport service?

- Who does what? When?
- Community leaders? Anyone can become involved?
- Social network/sense of community?
- Community leaders?
- Economic component?
- Advantages/benefits?
- Disadvantages?
- Benefit some more than others?
- Do you trust the committee/service?
(For the communities who initiated an emergency transport system, but failed to keep it operating):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How did the emergency transport system operate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was the emergency transport system committee responsible for?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who was the committee made up of?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What were the barriers to initiating an emergency transport system in your community?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What factors facilitated the initiation of the system in your community?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do you think the emergency transport service was not able to continue in operation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think is required in order to have a successfully operating emergency transport system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your opinion of the emergency transport service?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- would you feel comfortable using it?

- who did what? When?

- community leaders? Anyone could be involved?

- lack of social network/sense of community?

- lack of community leaders?

- economic component?
(For the communities which have never had the emergency transport service in operation):

- How do you transport people with health emergencies to the hospital?
- Are you aware of any communities with CETS?
- Has anybody in the community ever brought up the idea of CETS?
- Why do you think your community not implemented its own CETS?
- What would you need in the community to be able to set up an CETS?
- Who would you like to see in CETS committee? Why?

- advantages/ benefits?
- disadvantages?
- benefit some more than others?
- did you trust the committee/service?
- would you/did you feel comfortable using it?
3. OTHER CONCERNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Do you have any other types of concerns or input related to the CHPS or emergency transport services?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How could these concerns be addressed?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

|   | Is there anything more you would like to add?                                                                              |
Appendix C: Checklist for In-Depth Interviews

The Contribution of Community-based Health Planning and Services to Community Sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana

CHECKLIST FOR RESIDENTS’ IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS

Preamble:
Hello my name is Hannah Woods, an MSc student in the Department of Geography at Western University, Canada. This study seeks to assess the contributions of the Community-based Health Planning and Services to community sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>PROBES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceptions of CHPS</td>
<td>Explain to me what know about CHPS in your community?</td>
<td>-challenges?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why is CHPS important to you personally? Why not?</td>
<td>-benefits of CHPS? (direct or indirect?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explain if there are impacts of CHPS in your community?</td>
<td>-what aspects of your life has CHPS impacted (health, social, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the added value of CHPS to your community?</td>
<td>-create a network?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-facilitate community action or cooperation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-sense of community?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 2. Emergency Transport Services

(For the communities with operating successful emergency transport services):

- How does the emergency transport system (ETS) operate?
- What is the emergency transport committee responsible for?
- Who is the emergency transport committee made up of?
- Describe why the ETS system in your community has been successful. What aspects facilitated the operation of emergency transport system in your community?
- What were barriers to initiating an emergency transport system in your community?
- How do you think ETS can be improved in your community? What is it that you would like to see as an improvement?
- Why do you think some other communities similar to yours do not have functioning emergency transport systems?

- Who does what? When?
- How did the ETS idea come about?
- Community leaders? Anyone can become involved? Gender dynamics of committees?
- Social network/sense of community?
- Community leaders?
- Economic component?
- Collaboration with private transport owners in the urban centres?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Additional Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is your opinion of the emergency transport service?</td>
<td>- advantages/ benefits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- disadvantages?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- benefit some more than others?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- do you trust the committee/service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- would you feel comfortable using it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For the communities who initiated an emergency transport system, but failed to keep it operating):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did the emergency transport system operate?</td>
<td>- who did what? When?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was the emergency transport system committee responsible for?</td>
<td>- community leaders? Anyone could be involved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who was the committee made up of?</td>
<td>- lack of social network/sense of community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What were the barriers to initiating an emergency transport system in your community?</td>
<td>- lack of community leaders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- economic component?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What factors facilitated the initiation of the system in your community?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do you think the emergency transport service was not able to continue in operation?</td>
<td>- advantages/ benefits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- disadvantages?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think is required in order to have a successfully operating emergency transport system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your opinion of the emergency transport service?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(For the communities which have never had the emergency transport service in operation):

How do you transport people with health emergencies to the hospital?

Are you aware of any communities with CETS?

Has anybody in the community ever brought up the idea of CETS?

Why do you think your community not implemented its own CETS?

What would you need in the community to be able to set up an CETS?

Who would you like to see in CETS committee? Why?

- benefit some more than others?
- did you trust the committee/service?
- would you/did you feel comfortable using it?

3. OTHER CONCERNS

Do you have any other types of concerns or input related to the CHPS or emergency transport services?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How could these concerns be addressed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. CONCLUSIONS</th>
<th>Is there anything more you would like to add?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Appendix E: Letter of Information and Consent Form for Focus Group Discussions

The Contribution of Community-based Health Planning and Services to Community Health and Sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana

Letter of Information

Invitation to Participate in Focus Group Discussion

I am Hannah Woods, a Master’s student working under the supervision of Dr. Isaac Luginaah in the Department of Geography at the University of Western Ontario in Canada. We are currently doing a study on the contribution of the Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) to community health and well-being in the Upper West Region of Ghana, and would like to invite you to participate in this study. I would like to invite you to join in a focus group discussion as it would help to create understandings about the ways in which CHPS impacts communities. Each focus group will have about six to eight people.

If you agree to participate in the focus group discussions, you and the other people within the group would be asked to answer a series of questions. No personal identifiers are required and will not be collected. All focus groups discussions will be audio recorded, and recordings transferred into an external drive that is password protected. If you are not comfortable with being audio recorded, you will be invited to participate in a one-to-one in depth interview, where your responses will be written instead. All the information collected will be used for purposes of the study only. Information will be kept in a secured cabinet and password protected laptop, and will be destroyed five years after the study is completed. The findings will never reveal what individual people said and we will make all efforts to maintain confidentiality.

The focus group discussion should take approximately 2 hours to finish and would be stopped on reaching this time limit. There are no known risks with your participation in this focus group discussion, apart from discomforts related to talking about any personal opinions and experiences. Focus group members will be asked to keep everything they hear confidential and not to discuss it outside of the meeting. However, we cannot guarantee that confidentiality will be maintained by group members.

Your participation is completely voluntary and you may refuse to participate, refuse to answer any questions or withdraw from the study at any time. There is no consequence for withdrawing or not answering any questions. Answering these questions means that you are 18 years or older and have agreed to participate in the study. You may keep a copy of this information sheet. There are no financial benefits for participating in this focus group discussion. However, findings of the study will be available to policy makers and community stakeholders providing areas for improvement. This may influence future CHPS policy making regarding continued, and/or increased funding. The findings from this study will be given to Dr. Sylvester Galaa, Dean of Faculty of Integrative Studies at UDS, who will then disseminate findings to villages where focus groups were conducted. You can also contact Dr. Isaac Luginaah you are interested in getting feedback on results.

If you have any questions about the conduct of this study or your rights as a research participant you may contact the primary researcher locally in Wa Ghana at or the Manager, Office and Research Ethics, The University of Western Ontario at or the Principal Investigator or primary researcher of the study:

Dr Isaac Luginaah
Department of Geography
The University of Western Ontario

Hannah Woods
Department of Geography
The University of Western Ontario
The Contribution of Community-based Health Planning and Services to Community Health and Sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana

Written Consent for Literate Participants

I have read the Letter of Information, have had the nature of study explained to me, and all questions have been answered to my satisfaction and I agree to participate.

Do you agree that we can record your interview: □ Yes □ No

Participant Name ________________________  Participant
Signature________________________

Date___________

Investigator’s Name______________________  Investigator’s Signature______________________

Date___________
Appendix F: Letter of Information and Consent Form for In-Depth Interviews

The Contribution of Community-based Health Planning Services to Community Health and Sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana

Letter of Information

Invitation to Participate in In-depth Interview

I am Hannah Woods, a Master’s student working under the supervision of Dr. Isaac Luginaah in the Department of Geography at the University of Western Ontario in Canada. We are currently doing a study on the contribution of Community-based Health Planning Services (CHPS) to community health and community well-being in the Upper West Region of Ghana, and would like to invite you to participate in this study. I would like to invite you to join in an in-depth interview as it would help to create understandings about the ways in which CHPS impacts communities.

If you agree to participate in this study, you would be asked to answer a series of questions. During the interview discussion, digital voice recording would be done. Interview recordings would be transferred from the recorder into an external drive that is password protected. No personal identifiers are required and will not be collected. The information collected will be used for purposes of the study only. All personal information collected for the study will be kept confidential. This will be kept in a secured cabinet and password protected laptop, and will be destroyed five years after the study is completed. The findings will never reveal what individual people said and we will make all efforts to maintain confidentiality.

The interview should take approximately 45 minutes to one hour to finish and would be stopped on reaching this time limit. There are no known risks with your participation in the interview, apart from discomforts related to talking about any personal information.

Your participation is completely voluntary and you may refuse to participate, refuse to answer any questions or withdraw from the study at any time. There is no consequence for withdrawing or not answering any questions. Answering these questions means that you are 18 years or older and have agreed to participate in the study. You may keep a copy of this information sheet. There are no financial benefits for participating in this focus group discussion. However, findings of the study will be available to policy makers and community stakeholders providing areas for improvement. This may influence future CHPS policy making regarding continued, and/or increased funding. A summary of results will be given to Dr. Galaa, Dean of Faculty of Integrative Studies at the University of Western Ontario, who will then disseminate findings to villages where the study was conducted. You can also contact Dr. Isaac Luginaah if you are interested in getting feedback on results.

If you have any questions about the conduct of this study or your rights as a research participant you may contact the primary researcher locally in Wa Ghana at [contact information], or the Manager, Office and Research Ethics, The University of Western Ontario at [contact information] or the Principal Investigator or primary researcher of the study:

Dr Isaac Luginaah
Department of Geography
The University of Western Ontario

Hannah Woods
Department of Geography
The University of Western Ontario
The Contribution of Community-based Health Planning Services to Community Sustainability in the Upper West Region of Ghana

Written Consent for Literate Participants

I have read the Letter of Information, have had the nature of study explained to me, and all questions have been answered to my satisfaction and I agree to participate.

Do you agree that we can record your interview: □ Yes □ No

Participant Name _______________________
Participant
Signature____________________

Date___________

Investigator’s Name___________________
Investigator’s Signature___________________

Date___________
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